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CHAPTER SUMMARY
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in this chapter we presented some of the laws that govem the behavior of
probabilities. We began with the axioms and from those we were able to derive
the remaining laws. In particular, we derived the addition rule, which deals with
the probability of the union of two events; the multiplication rule, which deals
with the probability of the intersection of two events; and Bayes' theorem,
which deals with conditional probability. We introduced and defined important

terms that youshould know. These are:

Theorem 2.4.1 (Bayes' theorem). Let Ai, Az, A3, ..• , An be a collectian of events
which partition S. Let B be an event such that P[B) '1= O. Then for any of the

events Ai' j = 1,2,3, ... , n,

und use the theorem to find P[AiIB]. Your answer will, of course, agree with
that obtained earlier.

To see that Bayes' theorem was used in Example 2.4.1, make these
notational changes:

The previous problem was solved using Bayes' rule. We now state the rule.
By a partition of S we mean a collection of mutually exclusive events whose
iinion is S.

FIGURE 2.4

TA = (A n TA) u (B n TA)
U(AB n TA) u (o n TA).

Since the question asked is conditional, the first indination is to try to apply the
definition of conditional probability. Let us do so.

AB

TA = (A n TA) u (B n TA) u (AB n TA) u (O n TA)

By axiom 3,

P(A n TA]
P(AITA] = --

P(TA]

Unfortunately, neither P[A n TA) nar P[TA) is giyen. We must compute these
quantities for ourselves. Each is easy to find. Note that by the multiplication rule,

P(A n TA] = P(TAIA]P(A]

= (.88)(.41)

,;" .36

Note alsa that the event TA can be partitioned into four mutually exdusive events,
as shown in Fig. 2.4. That is,

P(TA] = P(A n TA] + P(B n TA] + P(AB n TA] + P(O n TA]

Applying the multiplication rule to each of the terms on the right-hand side of this
equation, we obtain

A

Care must be taken when using the concept of independence. In an applied

problem, be sure that it is reasonable to assume that events A and B are
independent before finding the probability of their joint occurrence via the
definition P[A (i B] = P[A]P[B].

P(TA] = P(TAIA]P(A] + P(TAIB]P(B]

+P(TAIABJP(AB] + P(TAIO]P(O]

= (.88)(.41) + (.04)(.09) + (.10)(.04) + (.04)(.46)
,;" .39

Substituting .39 for P[TA) yields

Conditional probability Independent event s

P(AITA] = P(A n TA]
P(TA]

.36

.39

,;" .92

EXERCISES

Section 2.1

i. The probability that a wildcat well will produce ai! is 1/13. What is the probability
that it will not be produetive?

2. The theft of precious metals from companies in the United States is becoming a
seriaus problem. The estimated probability that such a theft will involve a particular
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metal is given below: (Based on data reported in "Materials 'lihl)fI," Miill'l';lIl.i'

Engineering, Februaiy 1982, pp. 27-31.)
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i i. Use the data of Exereise 5 to answer these questions.

(II) What is the probability that a randomly seleeted worker wiii die given that he is
exposed to the lethal dose of radiation?

(Ii) What is the probability that a randomly seleeted worker wiii not die given -l""<it
he is exposed to the lethal dose of radiation?

(.') What theorem aiiows you to determine the answer to (b) from knowledge of ,ne
answer to (a)?

(ri) What is the probability that a randomly seleeted worker wiii die given that be is
not exposed to the lethal dose?

(e) Is P[die] = P[dielexposed to Iethal dose]? Did you expeet these to be the same?
Explain.

14. Use the data of Exereise 4 to answer these questions.
(ll) What is the probability that in an engine system such as that described the

backup engine wiii funetion given that the main engine fails?
(b) Is P[baekup funetions] = P[baekup functionslmain fails]? Did you expeet these

to be the same? Explain.
IS. In a study of waters near power plan ts and other industrial plan ts that release

wastewater into the water system it was found that 5% showed signs of ehemical
and thermal poiiution, 40% showed signs of chemical poiiution, and 35% showed
evidence of thermal poiiution. Assume that the results of the study aceurately
refieet the general situation. What is the probability that a stre am that shows some
thermal poiiution will also show signs of ehemical poiiution? What is the probability
that a stream showing chemieal poiiution wiii not show signs of thermal poiiution?

16. A random digit generator on an electronic calculator is aetivated twiee to simulate a
random two-digit number. Theoretieaiiy, eaeh digit from O to 9 is just as likely to
appear on a given trial as any other digil.
(a) How many random two-digit numbers are possible?
(b) How many of these numbers begin with the digit 2?
(c) How many of these numbers end with the digit 9?
(d) How many of these numbers begin with the digit 2 and end with the digit 9?
(e) What is the probability that a randomly formed number ends with 9 given that it

begins with a 2 Did you anticipate this result?
17. In studying the causes of power failures, these data have been gathered.

5% are due to transformer damage
80% are due to line damage
1% involve both problems

II i 11'1 ivi' ilil' "dditinii I'Illc.
111",: Note iliiil

lti - (Ai nAi) U (Ai nA'i)

lti = (Ai nAi) U (A'i nAi)

Ai UAi = (Ai nAi) U (Ai nA'i) U (A'i nAi)

Apply axiom 3 to eaeh of these expressions.
i ~L 1,1'1 it i and Ai be mutuaiiy exclusive. By axiom 3 P[Ai U Ai] = P[Ai] + p[Ail

SIi(lW that the general addition rule yields the same resull.

nicket: 1/35
zine: 1/35
silver: 4/35

platinum: 1/35
gold: 5/35
aluminum: 2/35

tin: 1/35
steel: 11/35
copper: 8/35
titanium: 1/35

(Note that these events are assumed to be mutually exclusive.)
(a) What is the probability that a theft of preeious metal will involve gold, silver, or

platinum?
(b) What is the probability that a theft will not involve steel?

3. Assuming the blood type distribution to be A: 41%, B: 9%, AB: 4%, O: 46%, what
is the probability that the blood of a randomly seleeted individual will contain the A
antigen? That it will eontain the B antigen? That it will contain neither the A nar
the B antigen?

4. Assume that the engine eomponent of a spaeeeraft eonsists of two engines in
paraiie\. if the main engine is 95% reliable, the backup is 80% reliable, and the
engine eomponent as a whole is 99% reliable, what is the probability that both
engines wilI be operable? Use a Venn diagram to find the probability that
the main engine will fail but the backup wiii be operable. Find the probability that
the backup engine wilI fail but the main engine will be operable. What is the
probability that the engine eomponent wiii fail?

S. When an individual is exposed to radiation, death may ensue. Factors affecting the
outeome are the size of the dose, the length and intensity of the exposure, and the
biologieal makeup of the individua\. The term LDso is used to denote the dose that
is usually lethal for 50% of the individuals exposed to il. Assume that in a nuclear
aeeident 30% of the workers are exposed to the LDso and die; 40% of the workers
die; and 68% are exposed to the LDso or die. What is the probability that a
randomly seleeted worker is exposed to the LDso? Use a Venn diagram to find the
probability that a randomly seleeted worker is exposed to the LDso but does not die.
Find the probability that a randomly seleeted worker is not exposed to the LDso but
dies.

6. When a computer goes down, there is a 75% chanee that it is due to an overload
and a 15% ehanee that it is due to a software problem. There is an 85% ehanee that
it is due to an overload or a software problem. What is the probability that both of
these problems are at fault? What is the probability that there is a software problem
but no overload?

*7. Derive Theorem 2.1.1.
Hint: Note that S = S U 0 and that S and 0 are mutuaiiy exclusive. Apply

axioms 3 and 1.
·S. Derive Theorem 2.1.2.

Hint: Note that S = A U A' and that A and A' are mutually exclusive. Apply
axioms 3 and 1.

*9. Let A ç B. Show that P[A] ~ P[B].
Hint: B = A U (A' n B). Apply axioms 3 and 2.

*10. Show that the probability of any event A is at most 1.
Hint: A ç S. Apply Exereise 9 and axiom 1.
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]4. Use the data of Example 2.4.1 to find the probability that an inductee who was
typed as having type A blood actuaiiy had type B blood.

35. A test has been developed to detect a particular type of arthritis in individuals over
50 years old. From a national survey it is known that approximatelY 10% of the
individuals in this age group suffer from this form of arthritis. The proposed test

was given to individuals with confirmed arthritic disease, and a correct test result
was obtained in 85% of the cases. When the test was administered to individuals of
the same age group who were known to be free of the disease, 4% were reported to
have the disease. What is the probability that an individual has this disease given
that the test indicates its presence?

36. it is reported that 50% of aii computer chips produced are defective. Inspectioii
ensures that only 5% of the chips legaiiy marketed are defective. Unfortunately,
some chips are stolen before inspection. if 1% of all chips on the market are stolen,
find the probability that a given chip is stolen given that it is defective.

41
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'1111'1'ilM iLLi'Mliiiwiii' Illii\ ILI whkh ii l'11I'is IlHlviliU,ilOlig a eOlll1try road. There is no
1111111 1i1IIli' tllii\' 'l'hi' slihji'l'lS IirL: Ihl:ll lIskl:d LIseries of questions conceming the

IIli11 ,iidiiiii, siill,leris iii'c Iiski.;iI, "lIow rast was the cal' moving when it passed the
1111111'/"','lll' ol hci' hiill' is 1101~iski:d ihe question. Later each subject is asked; "Is

ILLI ii' IL11II1'1lLLL ihi: Ilhii'/" Of those asked the first question conceming the bam,
11"/1 IIIlSWI:I'iL yes"; iinly 3% of the others answer "yes." What is the probability that
li 11'III\(llilly sdccled parlicipant in this study claims to have seen the nonexistent
1111111'/Is d"iiniiig to see the bam independent of being asked the first question
11111\111 ih..: hal'n'! Hiiil:

I'lyes) s= p(yes and asked about bam) + p(yes and not asked about bam)

(Illlscd on a study reported in McGraw-Hill Yearbook of Science and Technology,
IlIt'I, pp. 249-251.)

i 'I'hc probability that a unit of blood was donated by a paid donor is .67, if the donor
WiiSpaid, the probability of contracting serum hepatitis from the unit is .0144. if the
11,\1101'was not paid, this probability is .0012. A patient receives a unit of blood.
Whal is the probability of the patient's contracting serum hepatitis from this
~1)t1ree?

II. Show that the impossible event is independent of every other event.

'I. Show that if Ai and Az are independent, then Ai and Aiz are also independent.
1/int: Ai = (Ai n Az) U (Ai n A'i)'

III. Use Exercise 29 to show that if Ai and Ai are independent, then A'i and Aiz are
iilso independent.

\i. il can be shown that the resuIt of Exercise 30 holds for any coiiection of n
independent events. That is, if Ai' Az, ... , Aii are independent, then

;\'1' A'z, .. ,' A'ii are also independent. Use this result and the data of Example 2.3.4
to find the probability that at least one of the three computer systems will be

operable at the time of the launch.

'.11.. Let Ai and Az be mutuaiiy exclusive event s such that p(A11P[Azl > O. Show that
these events are not independent.

'.U. Let Ai and Az be independent events such that p(A11P{Azl > O. Show that these
event s are not mutually exclusive.

Based on thi:sc pl:l'cl:lllligCS, IIppl'oxlliiiiili Ihc pl'"hiihlliiy ihiit ii .dVl'1l IhIW(11 Iiill"i
involves

(a) line damage given that there is transformer damage
(b) transformer damage given that there is line damage
(c) transformer damage but not liI)e damage
(d) transformer damage given that there is no line damage
(e) transformer damage or line damage

18. Let Ai and Az be events such that P[Ail = .5, P[Azl = .7. What must P[Ai n Az]
equal for A i and Az to be independent?

19. Let Ai and Az be events such that P[Ail = .6, P[Azl = .4 and P[Ai U Azl = .8.
Are Ai and Az independent?

20. Consider your answer to Exercise 14(b). Are the events Ai: the backup engine
functions, and Az: the main engine fails independent?

21. Studies in population geneties indicate that 39% of the available genes for deter
mining the Rh blood factor are negative. Rh negative blood occurs if and only if the
individual has two negative genes. One gene is inherited independently from each
parent. What is the probability that a randomly selected individual will have Rh
negative blood?

22. An individual's blood group (A, B, AB, O) is independent of the Rh classification.
Find the probability that a randomly selected individual will have AB negative
blood. Hint: See Example 2.1.1 and Exercise 21.

23. The use of plant appearance in prospecting for ore deposits is called geobotanical
prospecting. One indicator of copper is a smail mint with a mauve-colored flower.

Suppose that, for a given region, there is a 30% chance that the soil has a high
copper content and a 23% chance that the mint will be present there. if the copper
content is high, there is a 70% chance that the mint will be present.
(a) Find the probability that the copper content will be high and the mint will be

present.
(b) Find the probability that the copper content will be high given that the mint is

present.

24. The most comOlon water pollutants are organic. Since most organic materials are
broken down by bacteria that require oxygen, an excess of organie matter may result
in adepletion of available oxygen. In turn this can be harmful to other organisms
living in the water. The demand for oxygen by the bacteria is called the biological
oxygen demand (BOD). A study of streams located near an industrial complex
revealed that 35% have a high BOD, 10% show high acidity, and 40% of streams

with high acidity have a high BOD. Find the probability that a randomly selected
stream will exhibit both characteristics.

25. A study of major flash floods that occurred over the last 15 years indicates that the

probability that a flash flood warning will be issued is .5 and that the probability of
dam failure during the flood is .33. The probability of dam failme givcn that a
warning is issued is .17. Find the probability that a flash flood warning will be issued
and adam failure will occur. (Based on data reported in McGrow·Ni/I Yeorbook of
Science and Technology, 1980, pp. 185-186.)

*26. The ability to observe and recall details is important in scicnee. Ullfol'lunate1y, the
power of suggestion can distort memory. A study of recall is cOnuiiclcd iiS follows:

Section 2,3
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37. As society becomes dependent on computers, data musl be Coniiiiiiiiliii\i'(\ via
public communication networks such as sateHites, microwave systems, iiiid ide
phones. When a message is received, it must be authenticated. This is done by using
a secret enciphering key. Even th,ough the key is secret, there is always the
probability that it wiH faH into the wrong hands, thus allowing an unauthentic
message to appear to be authentic. Assume that 95% of aU messages received are
authentic. Furthermore, assume that only .1% of all unauthentic messages are sent
using the correct key and that all authentic messages are sent using the correct key.
Find the probability that a message is authentic given that the correct key is used.

REVIEW EXERCISES

38. A survey of engineering firms reveals that 80% have the ir own mainframe computer
(M); 10% anticipate purchasing amainframe computer in the near future (B); and
5% have amainframe computer and anticipate buying another in the near future.
Find the probability that a randomly selected firm:
(a) has amainframe computer or anticipates purchasing one in the near future
(b) does not have amainframe computer and does not anticipate purchasing one in

the near future
(c) anticipates purchasing amainframe computer given that it does not currently

have one
(d) has amainframe computer given that it anticipates purchasing one in the near

future

39. In a simulation program, three random two-digit numbers will be generated inde
pendently of one another. These numbers assume the value s 00,01,02, ... ,99 with
equal probability.
(a) What is the probability that a given number will be less than 50?
(b) What is the probability that each of the three numbers generated will be less

than 50?

40. A power network involves three substations A, B, and C. Overloads at any of these
substations might result in a blackout of the en tire network. Past history has shown
that if substation A alone experiences an overload, then there is a 1% chance of a
network blackout. For station s B and Calone these percentages are 2% and 3%,
respectively. Overloads at two or more substations simultaneously result in a
blackout 5% of the time. During a heat wave there is a 60% chance that substation
A alone wiH experience an overload. For stations B and C these percentages are 20
and 15%, respectively. There is a 5% chance of an overload at two or mare

-substations simultaneously. During a particular heat wave a blackout due to an
overload occurred. Find the probability that the overload occurred at substation A
alone; substation Balone; substation Calone; two or more substations simultane
ously.

41. A computer center has three printers A, B, and C, which print at different speeds.
Programs are routed to the first available printer. The probability that a program is
routed to printers A, B, and C are .6, .3, and .1, respectively. Occasionally a printer
will jam and destroy a printout. The probability that printers A, B, and C will jam
are .01, .05, and .04 respectively. Your program is destroyed when a printer jams.
What is the probability that printer A is involved? Printer B is involved? Printer C
is involved?

U. 1\ ehiiiii\(oll\llllHliiuiir is in chiirgii o[ a particular process at an oil refinery. Past
'X.I)l)i'lCIIC\,lIlidic:llCSihul 10% of ali shutdowns are due to equipment failure alone,
..% iii'(} dm) lo a combinalion of equipment failure and operator error, and 40%
Involvc opcraior errol'. A shutdown oecurs. Find the probability that
(a) eqiiipmenl failiire Or operatar error is involved
(b) operatol' errol' alone is involved
(c) neither opel'ator error nar equipment failure is involved
(d) operator error is involved given that equipment failure occurs
(e) operator error is involved given that equipment failure does not occur

'13. Assume that the probability that the air brakes on large trucks will fail on a
particularly long downgrade is .001. Assume also that the emergency brakes on such
trucks can stop a truck on this downgrade with probability .8. These braking systems
operate independently of one another. Find the probability that
(a) the air brakes fail but the emel'geney brakes can stop the truck
(b) the air brakes fail and the emel'geney brakes cannot stop the truck
(c) the emel'geney brakes cannot stop the truck given that the air brakes fail

44. Consider the problem of Example 1.2.3. Assume that sampling is independent and
that at each stage the probability of obtaining a defectiye part when the process is
working correctly is .01. if the process is working correctly, what is the probability
that the first defective part wiUbe obtained on the fourth sample? On or before the
fourth sample?

\1:
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time, we could begin to answer such questions as: "On the average, how many
planes are on the ground at a given time?" and "How much variability is there in
the number of planes on the ground?"

IIi,Uiiii ,i.. "-

LLL olli.lhol' thl) i'o1\owing,identify the variable as discrete or not discrete.

i. 'I': ihii iumuround time for a computer job (the time it takes to run the program and
l'llClJIVi)ihe results).
M: the number of meteorites hitting a satellite per day.

.\. N: the number of neutrons expelled per thermal neutron absorbed in fission of
uranium-23S.

4. Neutrons emitted as a result of fission are either prompt neutrons or delayed
neutrons. Prompt neutrons account for about 99% of all neutrons emitted and are
released within 10-14 s of the instant of fission. Delayed neutrons are emitted over
a period of several hours. Let D denote the time at which a delayed neutron is
emitted in a fission reaction.

5. Electrical resistance is the opposition which is offered by electrical conductors to
the flow of current. The unit of resistance is the ohm. For example, a 2~-inch
electric bell wiH usual1y have a resistance samewhere between 1.5 and 3 ohms. Let
O denote the actual resistance of a randomly selected bell of this type.

6. The number of power faHures per month in the Tennessee Valley power network.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter we introduced the concept of a randam variable and showed you
how to distinguish adiscrete random variable from one that is not discrete. We
studied two functions, the density function and the cumulative distribution
function, that are used to compute probabilities. The density gives the probabil
ity that X assumes a specific value x; the cumulative distribution gives the
probability that X assumes a value less than or equal to x. The concept of
expected value was introduced and used to define three important parameters,
the mean (IL), the variance (0-2), and the standard deviation (0-). The mean is a
measure of the center of location of the distribution; the variance and standard
deviation measure the variability of the random variable about its mean. The
moment generating function was introduced as a means of finding the mean and
variance of X. Special discrete distributions that find extensive use in all areas
of application were presented. These are the geometric, hypergeometric, nega
tive binomial, binomial, Bernoulli, uniform, and Poisson distributions. We also
disctlssed briefly how to simulate a discrete distribution. We introduced and
defined terms that you should know. These are:

Scction J.2

7. Grafting, the uniting of the stem of one plant with the stem or root of another, is
widely used commercial1y to grow the stem of one variety that produces fine fruit on
the root system of anather variety with a hardy root system. Most Florida sweet
oranges grow on trees grafted to the root of a som orange variety. The density for
X, the number of grafts that fail in a series of five trials, is given by Table 3.12.
(a) Find /(5).
(b) Find the table for F.
(c) Use F to find the probability that at most three grafts fail; that at least two

grafts fai!'
(d) Use F to verify that the probability of exactly three failures is .03.

TABLE3.12

dO 1 2 3 4 5
f(x) .7 .2 .05 .03 .01 ?

Randam variable
Discrete randam variable
Discrete density
eumulative distribution
Expected value
Mean

Variance
'~tandard deviatian

Bernoulli trial
Moment generating function
Sampling with replacemcnt
Sampling without replacemcnt

8. In blasting soft rock such as limestone, the holes bored to hold the explosives are
driHed with a Kelly bar. This driH is designed so that the explosives can be packed
into the hole before the driH is removed. This is necessary since in soft rock the hole
often collapses as the driH is removed. The bits for these driHs must be changed
fairly often. Let X denote the number of holes that can be driHed per bit. The
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density for X is given in Table 3,13. (Based on data repui'lI.iil LLL '/1", lixp/o.vliu!,v

Engineer, vol. 1, 1976, p. 12.)

(a) Find f(8).
(b) Find the table for F.
(c) Use F to find the probability that a randomly selected bit can be used to drill

between three and five holes inclusive.
(d) Find P[X ~ 4] and P[X < 4]. Are these probabilities the same?
(e) Find F( -3) and FOO). Hint: Express these in terms of the probabilities that

they represent and their values will become obvious.

TABLE3.!3

x 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

f(x) i .02 .03 .05 .2 .4 .2 .07 ?

9. Consider Example 1.2.1. Let X denote the number of computer systems operable at
the time of the launch. Assume that the probability that eaeh system is oper
able is .9.
(a) Use the tree of Fig. 1.2 to find the density table.
(b) There is a pattem to the probabi!ities in the density table. In particular,

f(x) = k(x)(.9)\.1)3-X

where k(x) gives the number of paths through the tree yielding a particular
value for X. Use Exereise 23 of Chap. 1 to express k(x) in terms of the number
of computers available and the number operable.

(c) Find the tabi e for F.

(d) Use F to find the probability that at least one system is operable at launch time.
(e) Use F to find the probability that at most one system is operable at the time of

the launch.

10. it is known that the probabi!ity of being able to log on to a computer from a remote
terminal at any given time is .7. Let X denote the number of attempts that must be
made to gain access to the computer.
(a) Find the first four terms of the density table.
(b) Find a closed-form expression for t(x).
(c) Find P[X = 6].
(d) Find a closed-form expression for F(x).
(e) Use F to find the probability that at most four attempts must be made to gain

access to the computer.
(f) Use F to find the probability that at least five attempts must be made to gain

access to the computer. ~

In parts (c), (d), and (e) of each of the next two exercises we point out the necessary and
sufficient conditions for a funetion F to be a cumulative distribution function for a
discrete random variable.

.11. EvI1l1 thoiiiih ihlirli iH mj uluscd-t'Ol'm expression fol' the cumulutive distribution
fiiiidloii of I1x()rdse 7, wCcan rcwrite it as follows:

O x < O

.70 O ~ x < 1

.90 1 ~ x < 2
F( x) = {.95 2 ~ x < 3

.98 3 ~ x < 4

.99 4 ~ x < 5
1.00 x ~ 5

(a) Draw the graph of this function. Reeall from elementary ealculus that graphs of
this form are called step functions.

(b) Is F a eontinuous funetion?
(c) Is F a right continuous funetion?
(d) What is limx->ooF(x)? What is limx->_oo F(x)?
(e) Is F nondecreasing?

'12. (a) Express the cumulative distribution function F of Exercise 8 in the manner
shown in Exercise 11 and draw the graph of F.

(b) Is F a continuous funetion?
(c) Is F right continuous?
(d) What is lim x ->00F(x)? What is lim x ...• -00F(x)?
(e) Is F nondecreasing?

"13. State the conditions that are necessary and sufficient for a function F to be a
eumulative distribution funetion for adiscrete random variable.

Section 3.3

14. In an experiment to graft Florida sweet orange trees to the root of a sour orange
variety, a series of five trials is condueted. Let X denote the number of grafts that
faH. The density for X is given in Table 3.12.
(a) Find E[X].
(b) Find !Lx·
(c) Find E[X2].

(d) Find Var X.
(e) Find ui·
(f) Find the standard deviation for X.
(g) What physical unit is associated with ux?

IS. The density for X, the number of holes that can be drilled per bit while drilling into

V" !imestone is given in Table 3.13.
(a) Find E[X] and E[X2].

(b) Find Var X and uX'
(c) What physical unit is associated with ux?

16. Use the density derived in Exereise 9 to find the expected value and variance for X,
the number of computer systems operable at the time of the launch. Can you
express E[X] and Var X in terms of n, the number of systems available, and p, the
probability that a given system will be operable?

*17. The probability p of being able to log on to a computer from a remote terminal at
any given time is .7. Let X denote the number of attempts that must be made to
gain access to the computer. Find E[X]. Can you express E[X] in terms of p?
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(d) Use a recursive argument to show that
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1
E[I] = 1 - ~

1

E[X3] = E[X2] + 1 - '3

1
E[X2] = E[Xil + 1- '2

E[Xi] = O

1
E[Xii] = E[Xii_l] + 1- -n

1
E[Xii_i] = E[XIi_2] + 1- --1n-

1
E[XIi_2] = E[XIi_3] + 1- --2n-

pll1l'i'. I.ol X" d()l1otethe niliilmum number of inlerchangcs necessary to sort an
iII'IIY ol' illl,e ". Nolc lhat

ii 1
E[Xii] = (n - 1) - L -:-i=2 i

(e) Illustrate the expression given in part (d) by finding E[Xs].

(f) Elementary calculus can be used to approximate E[Xii] by noting that

;. 1 . fli+.s1'-- _ = - dt
i=2 i 1.S t

Use this idea to approximate E[Xs] and to compare the result to the exact
solution found in part (e).

(g) A random digit generator is used to generate sets of 100 different thtee-digit
numbers lying between O and 1. What is the ideal average number of inter-
changes needed to sort such an array?

i

X" = Xii-I + i
wlluro i _ O if the last element of the array is in the eorrect position and i = 1
()thcrwisc. Argue that P[I = O] = l/n and P[I = 1] = 1 - (l/n).

11) Show that

(c) Argue that

Section 3.4

24. The probability that a wildcat well will be productive is 1/13. Assume that a group
is drilling wells in various parts of the country so that the status of one well has no
bearing on that of any other. Let X denote the number of wells drilled to obtain the
first strike.
(a) Verify that X is geometric and identify the value of the parameter p.
(b) What is the exact expression for the density for X?

Hint: The series E:_ixOK3),·-i - E[X] is not guumetde. 'l'n hiid 11.\ I, tlxpiiiid

this series and the series .3E[X]. Subtraet the lwo lO form illli ~l\IltlN .7m X I.

Evaluate this geometrie series and solve for E[X].

*18. The probability that a eell wiII fuse in the presenee of polyethylene glyeol is J / •..

Let Y denote the number of eells exposed to antigen-earrying lymphoeytes to oblaiii
the first fusion. Use the method of Exereise 17 to find E[Y].

*19. Let X be adiscrete random variable with density f. Let c be any re al number.
Show that
(a) E[c] = e. Hint: Remember that constants can be factored from summations aml

that E.ii x!(x) = 1.
(b) E[eX] = eE[X].

*20. Use the rules for expectation to verify that Var c = O and Var eX = e2 Var X for
any real number e. Hint: Var c = E[c2] - (E[c])2.

i. Let X and Y be independent random variables with E[X] = 3, E[X2] = 25,
E[Y] = 10 and E[y2] = 164.
(a) Find E[3X + Y - 8]. '
(b) Find E[2X - 3Y + 7].
(c) Find Var X.
(d) Find ax.
(e) Find Var Y.
(f) Find ay.
(g) Find Var[3X + Y - 8].
(h) Find Var[2X - 3Y + 7].
(i) Find E[(X - 3)/4] and Var[(X - 3)/4].
(j) Find E[(Y - 10)/8] and Var[(Y - 10)/8].
(k) The results of parts (i) and (j) are not coincidental. Can you generalize and

verify the conjeeture suggested by these two exercises?
*22. Consider the function ! defined by

!(x) = (1/2)2-IX1 x = ±l, ± 2, ± 3, ± 4, ...
(a) Verify that this is the density for adiscrete random variable X. Hint: Expand

the series E.ii x!Ü) for a few terms. A recognizable series wiII develop!
(b) Let g(X) = (_1)IXI-I[2IXI/(2IXI -1)]. Show that E.ii xg(x)!(x) < 00. Hint:

Expand the series for a few terms. You will obtain an alternating series that can
be shown to converge.

(c) Show that E.ii x1g(x)I!(x) does not converge. This will show that E[g(X)] does
not exist. Hint: Expand the series for a few terms. You wiII obtain a series that
is term by term larger than the diverging harmonic type series (l/3)E:~11/x.

*23. (An applieation to sort algorithms.) In studying various sort algorithms in computer
science, it is of interest to compare their efficiency by estimating the average
number of interchanges needed to sort random arrays of various sizes. it is also of
interest to compare these estimated averages to the "ideal" average, where by
"ideal" we mean the expected minimum number of interchanges needed to sort the
array. In this exercise you will deriye this ideal average. (American Mathematical
Association of Two-Year College s, HA Note on the Minimum Number of Inter
changes Needed to Sort a Random Array," with T. McMilIan, i. Liss, and J. Milton,
Fall 1990.)

(a) Consider a random array of length n. ,~hen the positions of exactly two
element s of the array are exchanged, we say that an "interchange" has taken

\
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(a) Verify that this funetion is a density for a discretf' random variable.
(b) Find E[X] directly. That is, evaluate Eaii xXf(x).1

(c) Find the moment generating funetion for X.

(c) What is the exact expressiOli for the moment genenitliiii hiilillluii 101' X'
(d) What are the numerical values of E[X], E[X2], (T2, iind /1'

(e) Find P[X ~ 2].
(f) Suppose that 10 weiis have been drilled and no strikes have occurred. Whal

, the probability that at least 2 more weiis must be drilled in order to obtain ih
(~) ;'e,e 'lif· first strike? What property can be used to answer this question?

25. The zinc-phosphate coating on the threads of steel tubes used in oil and gas wells iii

critical to their performance. To monitor the eoating process, an uncoated metiil
sample with known outside area is weighed and treated along with the lot of tubing.
This sample is then stripped and reweighed. From this it is possible to determin
whether or not the proper amount of coating was applied to the tubing. Assume
that the probability that a given lot is unaeceptable is .05. Let X denote the number
of runs eondueted to produce an unacceptable lot. Assume that the runs arc
independent in the sense that the outcome of one run has no effect on that of any
other. (Based on a report in American Machinist, November 1982, p. 8l.)
(a) Verify that X is geometric. What is "suecess" in this experiment? What is the

numerical value of p?

(b) What is the exaet expression for the density for X?
(c) What is the exact expression for the m'oment generating function for X?
(d) What are the numerieal value s of E[X], E[X2], u2, and u?
(e) Find the probability that the number of runs required to produce an unaceept

able lot is at least 3.
(f) Suppose that 19 lots have been inspeeted and that aii 19 are deemed to be

aceeptable. What is the probability that at least 21 aeeeptable lots are produced
prior to obtaining the first defeetive lot?

26. Let X be geometrie with probability of sueeess p. Prove that when x is a positive
integer, F(x) = 1 - qX. Verify that this result holds true for the density given in
Example 3.2.4. Argue that, in general, F(x) = 1 - q[xl.

27. Find the expression for the cumulative distribution function for the random variable
of Exercise 25. Use this funetion to find the probability that at most three runs are
required to produce an unacceptable lot.

28. A system used to read eleetrie meters automaticaiiy requires the use of a 128-bit
computer message. Occasionaiiy random interference eauses adigit reversal result
ing in a transmission error. Assume that the probability of adigit reversal for each
bit is 1/1000. Let X denote the number of transmission errors per 128-bit message
sent. Is X geometric? if not, what geometrie property fails?

29. Verify that the random variable X of Exercise 17 is geometric. Use Theorem 3.4.3
to find E[X] and eompare your answer to that obtained in Exercise 17.

30. Verify that the random variable Y of Exereise 18 is geometric. Use Theorem 3.4.3 to
find E[Y] and compare your answer to that obtained in Exercise 18.

31. Consider the random variable X whose density is given by

!ii~

Ki)iHN( '1(1"1'1'. i,il'l'I'HIIIU'I'U iN,~

n a positive integer
x =xi,X2,x3""'X"

f(x) = I/n

(il) IJI'lIl the irloiiiciil gc,llIcnitingI'unction to find E[X], thus verifying your answer
Iii pnri (i» ol' this excn:ise.

(d Fiiii! li'[X2] directly. That is, evaluate Eaii xx2f(x).

(j') Use ihe moment generating funetion to find E[X2], thus verifying your answer
to part (c) of this exereise.

(1/) Find (T2 and (T.

Adiserete random variable has moment generating funetion

mx(t) = e2(e'-I)

(a) Find the moment generating function for adiserete uniform random variable.
(b) Use the moment generating function to find E[X], E[X2], and (T2.

(c) Find the mean and variance for the random variable Y, the number obtained
when a random digit generator is activated once. Hint: The sum of the first n

positive integers is n(n + 1)/2; the sum of the squares of the first n positive
integers is n(n + lX2n + 1)/6.

35. Let the density for X be given by

f(x) = ce-x x=I,2,3, ...

(a) Find the value of c that makes this a density.
(b) Find the moment generating funetion for X.
(c) Use mx(t) to find E[X].

Section 3.5

36. Let X be binomial with parameters n = 15 and p = .2.
(a) Find the expression for the density for X.
(b) Find the expression for the moment generating function for X.
(c) Find E[X] and Var X.
(d) Find E[X], E[X2], and Var X using the moment generating function, thus

verifying your answer to part (c) of this exereise.

(a) Find E[X].
(b) Find E[X2].

(c) Find (T2 and (T.

'33. Let X have a geometric distribution with parameter p.
(a) Show that the probability that X is odd is p /(1 - q2), where q = 1 - p.

Hint: if x is odd, then x can be expressed in the form x = 2m - 1 for
m = 1,2,3, ....

(b) Show that the probability that X is odd is never 1/2 regardless of the value
ehosen for p.

34. (Discrete uniform distribution.) A discrete random variable is said to be uniformly
distributed if it assumes a finite number of values with each value occurring with the
same probability. if we eonsider the generation of a single random digit, then Y, the
number generated, is uniformly distributed with each possible digit oeeurring with
probability 1/10. In general, the density for a uniformly distributed random variable
is given by

J

x=3,4,5f(x) = (x - 3)2
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(e) Find P[X:o;; 1] by evaluating the density directly. COmpal'll YOIII III1NWCI' to tliiit
given in Table i of App. A.

(f) Draw dot diagrams similar to that of Fig. 3.2 to illustrate each of thost'
probabilities, and find the prababilities using Table i of App. A.

and apply the binomial theorem.
(b) Use mx(t) to show that E[X] = np.

(c) Use mx(t) to show that E[X2] = n2p2 - np2 + np.
(d) Show that Var X = npq, where q = 1 - p.

"44. Find the mean value for a binomial randam variable with parameters n and p from
the definition. That is, evaluate

(n) n-x (n)<)x n-xX e'XpX(l - p) = X pe' (1 - p)

n () n ()

n n-x n n-x

x'f:ox X pX(1-p) = x'f:/ X pX(1-p)

Hint:

x~o x(: )px(1 - p)"-x

illi ii ,,11)111'1 tiutltlctl "A(liipliitloli ol' ii 'J'lill'ly.Flvc Miiilmetoi' Photographil; System
101 ii ~kiiuuliiii I\II.lClr<i1iMlcl'oscopc," E. A. Lawton, Biological PholOgraphy, vol. 50,
1111, .I. July Ii)H2, p. 65.)
(1/) I'liol\)I\I'llphs of 15 specimens are made using each camera system. These

\lnnllll'kod photographs are judged for c1arityby an impartial judge. The judge is
iiskod to select the better of the two photographs from each pair. Let X denote
the number selected taken by a 35-mm camera. if there is reaiiy no difference in
~Iiirityand the judge is randamly selecting photographs, what is the expected
value of X?

(17) Would you be surprised if the judge selected 12 or more photographs taken by
the 35-mm camera? Explain, based on the probability involved.

(c) if X ~ 12, do you think that there is reason to suspect that the judge is not
selecting the photographs at random?

LL. it has been found that 80% of aii printers used on home computers operate
orrectly at the time of instaiiation. The rest require some adjustment. A particular

dealer seiis 10 units during a given month.
(ll) Find the probability that at least nine of the printers operate correctly upon

instaiiation.
(b) Consider 5 months in which 10 units are sold per month. What is the probability

that at least 9 units operate correctly in each of the 5 months?

42. lt is possible for a computer to pick up an erroneous signal that does not show up as
an error on the screen. The errar is caiied a silent error. A particular terminal is
defective, and when using the system word processor, it intraduces a silent paging
error with probability .1. The word processor is used 20 times during a given week.
(a) Find the probability that no silent paging errors occur.
(b) Find the probability that at least one such error occurs.
(c) Would it be unusual for more than four such errors to occur? Explain, based on

the probability involved.
43. (a) Find the moment generating function for a binomial random variable with

parameters n and p. Hint: Let

P(X ~ 3]

F(9)

F(20)

P(X = 10]

P(X:o;; 5]

P(X < 5]

P(2 :o;; X:o;; 7]

P(2 :o;; X < 7]

Male

RY(normal)
rY (color-blind)

RR (normal)
Rr (carrier)
rr (color-blind)

Female

,A child inherits one sex chromosome randomly from each parent.
(a) A carrier of color blindness parents a child with anormal male. Construct a

tree to represent the possible genotypes for the child. Use the tree to find the
probability that a given child will be a color-blind male.

(b) if the couple has five children, what is the expected number of color-blind
males? What is the probability that three or more will be color-blind males?

In scanning electron microscopy photography, a specimen is placed in a vacuum
chamber and scanned by an electron beam. Secondary electrons emitted from the
specimen are coiiected by adetector and an image is displayed on a cathode-ray
tube. This image is photographed. In the past a 4- x 5-inch camera has been used.
it is thought that a 35-miiiimeter (mm) camera can obtain the same c1arity. This
type of camera is faster and more economical than the 4- x 5-inch variety. (Based

40.

37. Albino rats used to study the hormonal regulation of a metabolic pathway ar
injected with a drug that inhibits body synthesis of protein. The probability that LI

rat will die from the drug before the experiment is over is .2. if 10 animals are
treated with the drug, how many are expected to die before the experiment ends?
What is the probability that at least eight will survive? Would you be surprised if at
least five died during the course of the experiment? Explain, based on the probabil
ity of this occurring.

38. Consider Example 1.2.1. The random variable X is the number of computer systems
operable at the time of a space launch. The systems are assumed to opera te
independently. Each is operable with probability .9.
(a) Argue that X is binomial and find its density. Compare your answer to that

obtained in Exercise 9(b).
(b) Find E[X] and Var X.

39. In humans, geneticists have identified two sex chromosomes, R and Y. Every
individual has an R chromosome, and the presence of a Y chromosome distin
guishes the individual as male. Thus the two sexes are characterized as RR (female)
and RY (male). Color blindness is caused by a recessive aiiele on the R chromo
some, which we denote by r. The Y chromosome has no bearing on color blindness.
Thus relative to color blindness, there are three genotypes for females and two for
males:



Ivim Iii Exerelse 47(c) lo show that

E (z -i- r -i- 1)(qe')Z = 1/(1 - qe')'r - 1-o

(pe,)r

mx(t) = (1 _ qe,)r

i ii//( '1tl"IIi,mii"lllllilll(iNS 'JJ

d Show thal
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54. Suppose that X is hypergeometric with N = 20, r = 17, and n = 5. What are the
possible values for X? What is E[X] and Var X?

55. Suppose that X is hypergeometric with N = 20, r = 3, and n = 5. What are the
possible values for X? What is E[X] and Var X?

56. Suppose that X is hypergeometrie with N = 20, r = 10, and n = 5. What are the
possible values for X? What is E[X] and Var X?

57. Twenty mieroprocessor ehips are in stock. Three have etehing errors that cannot be
detected by the naked eye. Five chips are selected and installed in field equipment.
(a) Find the density for X, the number of chips selected that have etching errors.
(b) Find E[X] and Var X.
(c) Find the probability that no chips with etching errors will be selected.
(d) Find the probability that at least one chip with an etching error will be chosen.

1'1. Use the moment generating function to show that the mean of a negative binomial
distribution with parameters r and p is r IP.

O. Use the moment generating funetion to show that E[X2] = (r2 + rq)/p2 and that
Var X = rq/p2 for the negative binomial distribution with parameters r and p .

••L Show that the geometri c distribution is a special case of the negative binomial
ilistribution with r = 1. Find the mean and variance of a geometric random variable
with parameter p using Exercises 49 and 50. Compare your answer with the results
of Theorem 3.4.3.

•••. A vaceine for desensitizing patients to bee stings is to be paeked with three vials in
each box. Eaeh vial is ehecked for strength before packing. The probability that a
vial meets specifications is .9. Let X denote the number of vials that must be
checked to fill a box. Find the density for X and its mean and variance. Would you
be surprised if seven or more vials have to be tested to find three that meet
specifications? Explain, based on the probability of this oecurrence.

··3. Some charaeteristies in animals are said to be sex-influenced. For example, the
production of horns in sheep is governed by a pair of aIleles, H and h. The allele H
for the production of horns is dominant in males but recessiye in females. The allele
h for homlessness is dominant in females and recessiye in males. Thus, given a
heterozygous male (Hh) and a heterozygous female (Hh), the male will have homs
but the female will be homless. Assume that two such animals mate and the
offspring is just as likely to be male as female. The lamb inherits one gene for homs
randomly from each parent. Use a tree diagram to show that the probability that a
lamb will be a homless female is 3/8. Find the average number of lambs born to
obtain the second homless female. Would you be surprised if at most five lambs
were bom to obtain the second homless female? Explain.

Section 3.7

;'(x-i) x-rr= ;'(z+r-i) zr'-- r-i q p '-- r-1 qp
X=r z=Q

where q = 1 - p. Hint: Let z = x - r.

(b) Show that the Taylor series expansion for h(q) = 1/(1 - q)' about Ois given by

r(r + 1)q2 r(r + i)(r + 2)q3 r
1+ rq + --2-- + ---3-!--- + '" = 1/(1- q)

(c) Show that

('IIAI'llIlt ,

z~o (z ; ~; 1)qz = 1/(1 - q)'
(d) Show that'"

Now let z = x-i and evaluate

n-I ( )E (z + 1) z: 1 PZ+I(l - p),,-(z+i)z-o

45. (Point binomia/ or Bemou/li distribution.) Assume that an experiment is conduciuil
and that the outcome is considered to be either a Success or a failure. Let p deniit
the probability of Success. Define X to be i if the experiment is a Success and Oif LI

is a failure. X is said to have apoint binomia/ or a Bemou/li distribution wlthparameter p.

(a) Argue that X is a binomial random variable with n = 1.
(b) Find the density for X.

(c) Find the moment generating function for X.
(d) Find the mean and variance for X.

(e) In DNA replication enors can oeeur that are ehemieaIly induced. Some of thes
errors are "silent" in that they do not lead to an observable mutation. Growin
bacteria are exposed to a ehemieal that has probability .14 of inducing an
observable error. Let X be i if an observable mutation results and let X be Ootherwise. Find E[X].

46. A binomial random variable has mean 5 and varianee 4. Find the values of n and p
that eharaeterize the distribution of this random variable.

Section 3.6

*47. In this exercise you will show that the density for the negative binomial distributionsums to 1.
(a) Show that

;'(z+r-1)zr=1'-- r-1 qpz=o

Hint: Factor the term pr from the expression and use part (c) with q = i_p.
*48. In this exercise you will deriye the moment generating funetion for the negative

binomial distribution with parameters r and p.(a) Show that

;. (x-i) r;'(z+r-i) zmAt) = '-- e'X r _ 1 qx-rpr = (pe') '-- r -i (qe')
X=r z=o

Hint: Let z = x - r.



58. Production line workcrs !INsembk 15 autornobileN pcr hOIlI, iIllI/tlii LIIilvuli Iioui,

four are produced with improperly fitted doors. Three autOiiiu!i/Jcs IIl'e sc/cclcd LLL
random and inspected. Let X denote the number inspectcd that have impropcl'ly
fitted doors.

(a) Find the density for X
(b) Find E[XJ and Var X

(c) Find the probability that at most one will be found with improperly fitted doorN,
59. A distributor of computer software wants to obtain Same customer feedbuck

conceming its newest package. Three thousand customers have purchased the
package. Assume that 600 of these customers are dissatisfied with the producl.
Twenty customers are randomly sampled and questioned about the package. Let X
denote the number of dissatisfied customers sampled.
(a) Find the density for X
(b) Find E[X] and Var X

(c) Set up the calculations needed to find P[X S; 3J.
(d) Use the binomial tables to approximate P[X S; 3J.

60. A random telephone poll is conducted to ascertain public opinion concerning the
construction of a nudear power plant in a particular community. Assume that there
are 150,000 numbers listed for private individuals and that 90,000 of these would
elicit a negative response if contacted. Let X denote the number of negativeresponses obtained in 15 calls.
(a) Find the density for X.
(b) Find E[XJ and Var X.

(c) Set up the caJculations needed to find P[X ~ 6J.
(d) Use the binomial tabies to approximate P[X ~ 6J.

Section 3.8

61. Let X be a Poisson random variable with parameter k = 10.i (a) Find E[XJ.
(b) Find Var X
(c) Find o"x.

(d) Find the expression for the density for X.
(e) Find P[X S; 4J.
(i) Find P[X < 4J.
(g) Find P[X = 4J.
(h) Find P[X ~ 4J.
(i) Find P[4 S; X S; 9J.

62. A particular nudear plant releases a detectable amount of radioactive gases twice a
month on the average. Find the probability that there will be at most four such
emissions during a month. What is the expected number of emissions during a
3-month period? If, in fact, 12 or more emissions are detected during a 3-month
period, do you think that there is areason to Suspect the reported average figure of
twice a month? Explain, on the basis of the probability involved.

63. Geophysicists determine the age of a zircon by counting the number of uranium
fission tracks on a polished surface. A particular zircan is of such an age that the
average number of tracks per square centimeter is five. What is the probability that
a 2-centimeter-square sample of this zircon will reveal at most three tracks, thus
leading to an underestimation of the age of the material?

9.

,;'•. ('11111'0111111 iNhli !iy IIPPl'OxlmatclySOO earthquakcN that are large enough to be felt
ilVI\I)' )'l.lUI',Iliiwcvur, those of destructive magnitude occur on the average once
tlvci)' )'c/li'. IilnJ the probability that California will experience at least one earth
1I1111kuof' this magnitude during a 6-month period. Would it be unusual to have 3 or
iil0rl.lcm'thquakes of destruetive magnitude in a 6-month period? Explain, based on
lli\) pmbability of this occurring. (Based on data presented in Robert Iacopi,
I~'(i,.ihquake Counlry, Lana Books, Menlo Park, Calif., 1971.)

(,!il. Load-bcuring structures in underground mines are often required to carry addi
tioiial loads while mining opera tion s are in progress. As the stmetures adjust to this
IICwwcight small-scale displacements take place that result in the re/ease of seismic
and acoustic energy, called rock ndise. This energy can be detected using special
geophysical equipment. Assume that in a particular mine the average number of
rock noises recorded during normal activity is 3 per hour. Would you consider it
unusual if more than 10 were deteeted in a 2-hour period? Explain, based on the
probability involved. (Based on "A multichannel rock noise monitoring system,"
T. Gowd and M. S. Rao, Journal of Mines, Metals and Fuels, Septembel' 1981,
pp. 288-290.)

66. A burr is a thin ridge or rough area that occurs when shaping a metal part. These
must be remove d by han d or by means of some newer method such as water jets,
thermal energy, or electrochemical processing before the part can be used. Assume
that a part used in automatic transmissions typically averages two burrs each. What
is the probability that the total number of burrs found on seven randamly selected
parts will be at most four? (Based on "Advances in Deburring," B. Hignett,
Production Engineering, December 1982, pp. 44-47.)

67. Cast iron is an alloy composed primarily of iron together with smailer amounts of
other elements, induding carbon, silicon, sulfur, and phosphoms. The carbon
occurs as graphite, which is soft, or iron carbide, which is very hard and brittle. The
type of cast iron produced is determined by the amount and distribution of carbon
in the iron. Five types of east iran are identifiable. These are gray, eompacted
graphite, ductile, malleable, and white. In malleable east irC'n the carbon is present
as discrete graphite partides. Assume that in a particula casting these partides
average 20 per square inch. Would it be unusual to see a lj4-ineh-square area of
this casting with fewer than two graphite partides? Explain, based on the probabil
ity involved. (Based on "Space Agi: Metal: Cast Iran," J. Lalich, Mines Magazine,
February 1982, pp. 2-6.)

68. A Poisson randam variable is such that it assumes the value s O and 1 with equal
probability. Find the value of the Poisson parameter k for this variable.

69. Prove Theorem 3.8.1. Hint: Note that

mx(t) = E(e'X] = E e'Xe-kkX = E e-k(ke')X
x=O x! xlx-O .

and use the Madaurin series.

70. Let X be binomial with n = 20 and p = .05. Find P[X = O] using the binomial
density and compare your answer to that obtained by using the Poisson approxima
tion to this probability. Do you think that the error in the approximation is large?

71. In Escherichia coli, a bacterium often found in the human digestive tract, 1 cell in
every 109 will mutate from streptomycin sensitivity to streptomycin resistance. This
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(o) Show that f is the density for a discrete random variable.
(b) Find E[X] and E[X2] from the definition of these terms.
(c) Find mx(i).
(d) Use mx(i) to verify your answers to part (b).
(e) Find Var X and U.

84. Find the expression for the cumulative distribution function for the random variable
of Exercise 24. Use this function to find the probability that at least three wells must
be drilled to obtain the first strike.
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x = 1,2,3
x2

f(x) = 14

• A IliiWtypa or hroko illitlig is bcing sliiuied. lt is thought that the lining willlast for
li lellNt 70,0(1) miles 011 90% of lhe ciirS in which it is used. Laboratory trials are
i'oiiilueioel to simiilate the driving experience of 100 cars in which this lining is used~
i ,ct X Jenote the number of cars whose brakes must be relined before the

O,OOO-miJe mark.

(ri) Wluil is lhe distribution of X? What is E[X]? ,
b) What distribution can be used to approximate probabilities for X?

(c) Suppose that we agree that the 90% figure is too high if 17 or more of the 100
cars require arelinement prior to the 70,000-mile mark. What is the probability
that wc will come to this conclusion by chance even though the 90% figure is
correct?

,.r A bank of guns fires on a target one atler the other. Each has probability 1/4 of
hitting the target on a given shot. Find the probability that the second hit comes
before the seventh gun fires.
In a video game the player attempts to capture a treasure Iying behind one of five
doors. The location of the treasure varies randomly in such a way that at any given
time it is just as likely to be behind one door as any other. When the player knocks
on a given door, the treasure is his if it Iies behind that door. Otherwise he must
return to his original starting point and approach the doors through a dangerous
maze again. Once the treasure is captured, the game ends. Let X denote the
number of trials needed to capture the treasure. Find the average number of trials
needed to capture the treasure. Find P[X ~ 3]. Find P[X > 3].

80. An automobile repair shop has 10 rebuilt transmissions in stock. Three are not in
correct working order and have an internal defect that will cause trouble within the
first 1000 miles of operation. Four of these transmissions are randomly selected and
installed in customers' cars. Find the probability that no defectiye transmissions are
installed. Hnd the probability that exactly one defectiye transmission is installed.

81. A computer terminal can pick up an erroneous signal from the keyboard that does
not show up on the screen. This creates a silent error that is difficult to detect.
Assume that for a particular keyboard the probability that this will occur per entry
is 1/1000. In 12,000 entries find the probability that no silent errors occur. Find the
probability of at least one silent error.

82. it is thought that 1 of every 10 cars on the road has a speedometer that is
miscalibrated to the extent that it reads at least 5 miles per hour low. During the
course of aday 15 drivers are stopped and charged with exceeding the speed limit
by at least 5 miles per hour. Would you be surprised to find that at least 5 of the
cars involved have miscalibrated speedometers? Explain, based on the probability of
observing a result this unusual by chance.

83. Let

73. Use Table II of App. A to simulate the arrival and departure of planes to the
airport described in Example 3.9.2 for 10 more 1-minute periods. Based on these
data, approximate the average number of planes on the ground at a given time by
finding the arithmetic average of the values of Z simulated in the experiment.

74. Consider the random variable X, the number of runs conducted to produce an
unacceptable lot when coating steel tubes (see Exercise 25.) X is geometri c with
P = .05. Divide the 100 possible two-digit numbers into two categories, with num
bers 00-04 denoting the production of an unacceptable lot and the remaining
numbers denoting the production of an acceptable lot. Simulate the experiment of
producing lots until an unacceptable one is obtained 10 times. Record the value
obtained for X in each simulation. Based on these data, approximate the average
value of X. Does your approximate value lie close to the theoretical mean value of
20? if not, run the simulation 10 more times. Is the arithmetic average of yourobserved values for X closer to 20 this time?

Section 3.9

mutation can cause the individual iiivolved tu beeome fosistiiili In Ilii' iiiiilliloiii
streptomycin. In observing 2 billion (2 X lOY) such eclis, whai is ilie probuhilliy Ililif
none will mutate? What is the probability that at Ieast one will mulale?

72. The spontaneous Hipping of a bit stored in a computer memory is called II "soli
fail." Soft fails are rare, averaging onlyone per million hours per chip. Howcver, llw
probability of a soft fail is increased when the chip is exposed to a particles (heliuin
nuclei), which occur naturally in the environment. Assume that the probabiliiy of ii
soft fail under these conditions is 1/1000. if a chip containing 6000 bits is exposcil
to a particles, what is the probability that there will be at Ieast one soft fail? Woiilil
you be surprised if there were more than five soft fails? Explain, based on I/W

probability of this occurring. (McGrow-Hill Yearbook of Science ond Techno/ONY,1981, p. 142.)

75. A large microprocessor chip contains multiple copies of circuits. if a circuit fails, the
chip knows it and knows how to select the proper logic to repair itself. The average
number of defects per chip is 300. What is the probability that 10 or fewer defects
will be found in a randomly selected region that comprises 5% of the total surface
area? What is the probability that more than 10 defects are found? ("Self-RepairingChips," Dotomotion, May 1983, p. 68.)

76. When a program is submitted to the computer in a time-sharing system, it is
processed on a space-available basis. Past experience shows that a program submit
ted to one such system is accepted for processing within 1 minute with probability
.25. Assume that during the Course of aday five programs are submitted with
enough time between submissions to ensure independence. Let X denote the
number of programs accepted for processing within 1 minute.
(a) Find E[X] and Var X.

(b) Find the probability that none of the se programs will be accepted for processingwithin 1 minute.

(c) Five programs are submitted on each of two consecutive days. What is the
probability that no programs will be accepted for processing within 1 minu teduring this two-day period?

REVIEW EXERCISES



85. Consider the moment generaling funetion givcn below. in 1.1111.1/ieliNU, iW,fl.lihl.1III111H

of the distribution involved and the numerical value of the panimctcrs thiiti<./I.liil/fy
the distribution. For example, if the distribution is binomial, statc the value (ll' iiand p; if geometric, give the value of p.
(a) (.2 + .8e')1O
(b) e5(e'l)

(c) (.7 + .3e')
.6e'

(d) 1 - .4e'

( .3el)5(e)-__
(1 - .7e,)5

(j) ee'l

86. For each of the distribution in Exercise 85, give the numerical values of the mean,variance, and standard deviation.

87. Consider the problem of Example 1.2.3. Assume that sampling is independent and
that at each stage the probability of obtaining a defective part when the process is
working correctly is .01. Let X denote the number of samples taken to obtain thefirst defective part.

(a) Find the density for X. /(b What is the average value of X? _

(c) What is the equation for the cumulative distribution function for X? Use F to
find the probability that the first defectiye part will be found on or before the90th samp/e.

CHAPTER

4
CONTINUOUS

DISTRIBUTIONS

In Chap. 3 we leamed to distinguish a discrete random variable from one that is
not discrete. In this chapter we consider a large class of nondiscrete random
variables. In particular, we consider random variables that are called continu
uus. We first study the general properties of variables of the continuous type
und then present some important families of continuous random variables.

4.1 CONTINUOUS DENSITIES

inChap. 3 we considered the random variable T, the time of the peak demand .
for electricity at a particular power plant. We agreed that this random variable
is not discrete since, "a priori"-before the fact-we cannot limit the set of
possible values for T to some finite or countably infinite collection of times.
Time is measured continuously and T can conceivably assume any value in the
time interval [0,245, where O denotes 12 midnight one dayand 24 denotes 12
midnight the next day. Furthermore, if we ask before the day begins, What is
the probability that the peak demand will occur exactly 12.013278 650 931 271?
The answer is O.It is virtually impossible for the peak load to occur at this split
second in time, not the slightest bit earlier or later. These two properties,
possible values occurring as intervals and the apriori probability of assuming
any specific value being O,are the characteristics that identify a random variable
as being continuous. This leads us to our next definition.
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(a) rlnd lhe value of k that makes this a density for a continuous random variable.
(b) Find P[2.5 ~ X ~ 3].
(ç) Find P[X = 2.5].
(tl) Find P[2.5 < X ~ 3].

'onsider the are as shown in Fig. 4.16. In each case, state what probability is be ing
dcpicted. What is the relationship between the areas depicted in Figs. 4.16(a) and
(b)? Between those in Figs. 4.16(d) and (e)
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FIGURE 4.15

Some interrelationships among common distributions.
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FIGURE 4.17

6 = direction of the initia\ f1ight of a

homing pigeon measured in radians.

Home (O)

Pidgeon
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) if 10 birds are released independently and at least seven orient within 7T / 4
radians of home, would you suspect that perhaps the coils are not disorienting
the birds to the extent expected? Explain, based on the probability of this
occurring.

7. Use Definition 4.1.2 to show that for a continuous random variable X, P[X = aL = O
for every re al number a. Hint: Write P[X = aL as P[a :5: X:5: al.

K. Express each of the probabilities depicted in Fig. 4.16 in terms of the cumulative
distribution function F.

9. Consider the random variable of Exercise i.
(a) Find the cumulative distribution function F.
(b) Use F to find P(2.5:5: X :5: 31, and compare your answer to that obtained

previously.
*(c) Sketch the graph of F. Is F right continuous? Is F continuous? What is

limx •..• -00 F(x)? What is limx •..• oo F(x)? Is F nondecreasing?
*(d) Find dF(x)/dx for x E (2,4). Does your answer look familiar?

10. (Uniform distr.ibution.) Find the general expression for the cumulative distribution
function for a, random variable X that is uniformly distributed over the interval
(a, b). See Exercise 5.

11. (Uniform distribution.) Consider the random variable of Exercise 6.
(a) Use Exercise 10 to find the cumulative distribution function F.

*(b) Sketch the graph of F. Is F right continuous? Is F continuous? What is
limx ...• -00 F(x)? What is limx ...• oo F(x)? Is F nondecreasing?

*(c) Find dF(x)/dx for x E (O,27T). Does your answer look familiar?
12. Find the cumulative distribution function for the random variable of Exercise 3. Use

F to find P[L :5: X :5: il, and compare your answer to that obtained previously.
13. Find the cumulative distribution function for the random variable of Exercise 4. Use

F to find P[30 :5: X :5: 401, and compare your answer to that obtained previously.
*14. In Exercise 13 of Chap. 3 the mathematical properties of the cumulative distribu

tion function for discrete random variables were pointed out. In the continuous case'
similar properties hold. The results of Exereises 9 and 11 are not coincidenta!! it
can be shown that the cumulative distribution function F for any continuous
random variable has these characteristics:

(i) F is continuous.
(ii) limx ...• -00 F(x) = O and limx ...• oo F(x) = i.

(iii) F is nondeereasing.
(iv) dF(x)/dx = fÜ) for all value s of x for which this derivative exists.

3. Let X denote the length in minutes or 11 long-dlstuiicc IUIl.lpllilliiil'lillVtll'Hlltliill

// Assume that the density for X is given by
f(x) = (1/1O)e-x/1o x> O

(a) Verify that f is a density for a continuous random variable.
(b) Assuming that f adequately describes the behavior of the random variuhlo .\,

find the probability that a randomly selected call will last at most 7 miiiutilMiiil
least 7 minutes; exactly 7 minutes.

(c) Would it be unusual for a call to last between 1 and 2 minutes? Explain, bU/lIllt

on the probability of this occurring.
(d) Sketch the graph of f and indicate in the sketch the area corresponding tQoiwh

of the probabilities found in part (b).
4. Some plastics in scrapped cars can be stripped out and broken down to recover ilii'

chemical components. The greatest success has been in processing the flexllill,
polyurethane cushioning found in the se cars. Let X denote ithe amount of thiN
material, in pounds, found per car. Assume that the density fdr X is given by

1 1
f( x) = - - 25 < x < 50ln2 x --

(Based on a report in Design Engineering, February 1982, p. 7.)
(a) Verify that f is a density for a continuous random variable.
(b) Use f to find the probability that a randomly selected auto will contain betweeii

30 and 40 pounds of polyurethane cushioning.
(c) Sketch the graph of f and indicate in the sketch the area corresponding to th

probability found in part (b).

5. (Continuous uniform distribution.) A random variable X is said to be uniformly
v distributed over an interval (a, b) if its density is given by

1
f(x)=-- a<x<bb-a

(a) Show that this is a density for a continuous random variable.
(b) Sketch the graph of the uniform density.
(c) Shade the area in the graph of part (b) that represents P[X:5: (a + b)/21.
(d) Find the probability pictured in part (c).
(e) Let (c, d) and (e, n be subintervals of (a, b) of equal length. What is the

relationship between P(c :5: X :5: dl and P(e :5: X :5: tl? Generalize the idea
suggested by this example, thus justifying the name" uniform" distribution.

6. When a pair of coils is placed around a homing pigeon and a magnetic field applied
~hat reverses the earth's field, it is thought that the bird will become disoriented.
Under these circumstances it is just as likely to fty in one direction as in any other.
Let () denote the direction in radians of the bird's initial ftight. See Fig. 4.17. () is
uniformly distributed over the interval [O,27T].

(a) Find the density for ().
(b) Sketch the graph of the density. The uniform distribution is sometimes called

the "rectangular" distribution. Do you see why?
(c) Shade the area corresponding to the probability that a bird will orient within

7T / 4 radians of home, and find this area using plane geometry.
(d) Find the probability that a bird will orient within 7T / 4 radians of home by

integrating the density over the appropriate regiones), and compare your answer
to that obtained in part (c).



Does F satisfy properties (i) to (iii) given above? if so, what is f? if not, whiit
property fails?

(b) Consider the function defined by

f(x)

x
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o i 5 10 15 20

(b)

j'(x)

x

'(x)

II i 5 10 15 20

(a)

ltd

x < -(
-l~x~O
x>O

{O

x2

F(x) = ~1/2)X

('111\1, 1"1l1( "

(a) Consider the function F dcf1llcd by

F(x) ~ 0+1

IS. Consider the random variable X with density

f(x)= (1/6)x 2~x~4

f(x) = (1/1O)e-X/10 x> O

(a) Find the moment generating function, mx(t).
(b) Use mx(t) to find the average length of such a call.
(c) Find the variance and standard deviation for X.

IS. (Uniform distribution.) The density for a random variable X distributed uniformly
over (a, b) is

--

x
5 10 15 20

(d)

O
x

V
20. Let X be continuous with density f. Imagine cutting out of a piece of thin rigid

metal the region bounded by the graph of f and the x axis, and attempting to
balance this region on a knife-edge held parallel to the vertical axis. The point at
which the region would balance, if such apoint exists, is the mean of X. Thus J.L x is
a "location" parameter in that it indicates the position of the center of the density
along the x axis. Figure 4.18 gives the graphs of the densities of four continuous
random variables whose means do exist. In each case, approximate the value of J.L x
from the graph.

21. In the continuous case variance is a "shape" parameter in the sense that a random , /
variable with smail variance wiII have a compact density; one with a large variance V
wiIl have a density that is rather spread out or fiat. Consider the two densities given
in Fig. 4.19. What is J.Lx? What is J.Ly? Which random variable has the larger
variance?

~

o i 5 10 15 20

(c)

FIGURE 4.18
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(a) Find E[X).
(b) Find E[X2],

(c) Find a2 and a.
16. Let X denote the amount in pounds of polyurethane cushioning found in acar.

(See Exercise 4.) The density for X is given by
1 1

f(x)=-- 25~x~50In2 x

Find the mean, variance, and standard deviation for X.
17. Let X denote the length in minutes of a long-distance telephone conversation. The

density for X is given by

Section 4.2

1

f(x) = b - a
a<x<b

Use Definition 4.2.1 to show that

a+b (b-a)2
E[X] = -- and Var X =2

19. (Uniform distribution.) Let (J denote the direction in radians of the flight of a bird
whose sense of direction has been disoriented as described in Exercise 6. Assume
that (J is uniformly distributed over the interval [O,27T]. Use the results of Exercise
18 to find the mean, variance, and standard deviation of (J. O 10

FlGURE 4.19



1 fOO2" Ixle-1xl dx-00
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~

-za-Ie-ZI~ = O

du = (a - l)za-2dz u = - e-Z

Use L'Hospital's rule repeatedly to show that

tilili", ••••\ ('((I ~VLW\

ioh of lhose integrals:
,/

d1.

(I') !~x3e ·x'/2dx

(tl) !ô'(l/16)xe-x/4 dx

(i. Prüve Theorem 4.3.1. Hint: To prove part 1, evaluate f(1) directly from the
delinilian of the gamma function. To prove part 2, use integration by parts with
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27. (a) Use Theorem 4.3:1 to evaluate f(2), f(3), f(4), f(5), and f(6).
(b) Can you generalize the pattem suggested in part (a)?
(c) Does the result of part (b) hold even if n = I?
(d) Evaluate f(l5) using the result of part (b).

28. Show that for a > O and {3> O,

(00 1
LO f(a){3axa-Ie-x/P dx = 1

u = za-I du = fe-z dz

thereby showing that the function given in Definitian 4.3.2 is a density for a
continuous randam variable. Hint: Change the variable by letting z = x/{3.

29. Let X be a gamma randam variable with a = 3 and {3= 4.
(a) What is the expressian for the density for X?
(b) What is the moment generating function for X?
(c) Find J.L, 0'2, and u.

30. Let X be a gamma random variable with parameters a and {3.Use the moment
generating function to find E[X] and E[X2]. Use these expectations to show that
Var X = a{32.

31. Let X be a gamma random variable with parameters a and {3.
(a) Use Definition 4.2.1, the definition of expected value, to find E[X) and E[X2]

directly. Hint: za = z(a+I)-1 and za+i = z(a+2)-I.

(b) Use the results of (a) to verify that Var X = a{32.

32. Show that the graph of the density for a gamma random variable with parameters a
and {3assumes its maximum value at x = {3(a - 1) for a > i. Sketch a rough graph
of the density for a gamma random variable with a = 3 and {3= 4. Hint: Find the
first derivative of the density, set this derivative equal to O, and solve for x.

33. Let X be an exponential random variable with parameter {3.Find general expres
sions for the moment generating function, mean, and variance for X.

34. A particular nuclear plant releases a detectable amount of radioactive gases twice a
month on the average. Find the probability that at least 3 months will elapse before
the release of the first detectable emission. What is the average time that one must
wait to observe the first emission?

t * O

t=O

-00 < x < 00

-00 < b <
a > O

-1<t<1

exists.
(c) Find E[X].
(d) Show that

-1
mx(t) =-

t2 - 1

(e) Use mx(t) to find E[X] and E[X2].
(f) Find Var X.

.22. (Cauchy distribution.) A ranclom variable X wllh deiislty

1 a

f(x) = - 2 ( b)2TTa + x-

is said to have a Cauchy distribution with parameters a and b. This dislribiilioii iM

interesting in that it provides an example of a continuous randam variable WhoH
mean does not exist. Let a = 1 and b = O to ab tain a special case of the eniictiy
distribution with density

1 1
f(x) = --- -00 <x < 00

TT 1 + x2

Show that f'~oolxlf(x) dx does not exist, thus showing that E[X] does not exi~liHint: Write

00 1 LIfO -x 1 00 xIxl---dx=- --dx+- --dx
./_00 TT 1 + x2 TT -00 1 + x2 TT ~ 1 + x2

and recall that f(du/u) = Inlul.

.23. (Uniform distribution.) Let X be uniformly distributed over (a, b). (See Exercisii
18.)

(a) Show that the moment generating function for X is given by

{ e'b - eiamx(t) = t(b; a)

Hint: When t = O, mxÜ) = E[eo·X].
(b) Use mx(O to find E[X]. Hint: Find

d [elb - eia]dt t(b - a)

and take the limit of this derivative as t --+ O using L'Hospital's rule.
.24. Let the density for X be given by

f(x) = ce-lxI -00 < x < 00

(a) Find the value of c that makes this a density.
~(b) Show that
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35. The "forgetfulness" property of the cxponontiiil dlsl,rlhlillOlI NUYS (hili Iho pl'lIlililill
ity that we must wait a total of wi + w2 units berol'e the OCelll'l'eliCc ol' 1111 iwiiiit
given that we have aiready waited Wl units is the same as the probubHity ihiil W
must wait w2 units at the outset. That is,

Section 4.4 r"lOA,lo'AOV

il 39. Use Table V of App. A to find each of the folIowing:
(a) P(Z :5; 1.57]. (b) P(Z < 1.57].
(c) P(Z = 1.57]. (d) P(Z > 1.57].
(e) P( -1.25 :5; Z ~ 1.75]. (f) Z.IO'
(g) Z90'

(h) The point z such that P( - Z :5; Z ~ z] = .95.
(i) The point z such that P( - z :5; Z ~ z] = .90.

40. The bulk density of soil is defined as the mass of dry solids per unit bulk volume. A

high bulk density implies a compact soil with few pores. Bulk density is an
important factor in influeneing root development, see di ing emergence, and aera
tion. Let X denote the bulk density of Pima clay loam. Studies show that X is

normalIy distributed with J.L = 1.5 and cr = .2 g/cm 3. (McGraw-Hill Yearbook of
Science and Technology, 1981, p. 361.)

(a) What is the density for X? Sketch a graph of the density function. Indieate on

this graph the probability that X Iies between 1.1 and 1.9. Find this probability.
(b) Find the probability that a randomly selected sample of Pima clay loam wiII

have bulk density less than .9 g/cm 3.

,ii:"

1111111
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(to) Woiild yoii hu slIrprised if a I'andomly scleeted sample of this type of soil has a
hiilk ih;nslty in exeess of 2.0 g/cm 3? Explain, based on the probability of this
oeciirriii!!.

(tl) Whiit point has the property that only 10% of the soi/ samples have bulk density
this high or higher?

(e) What is the moment generating function for X?

H. Most galaxies take the form of a flattened disc with the major part of the light
coming from this very thin fundamental plane. The degree of fiattening difIers from
galaxy to galaxy. In the Mi/ky Way Galaxy most gases are concentrated ne ar the
center of the fundamental plane. Let X denote the perpendicular distance from
this center to a gaseous mass. X is normalIy distributed with mean O and standard
deviation 100 parsecs. (A parsee is equal to approximately 19.2 trillion mi/es.)
(McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, vol. 6, 1971, p. 10.)
(a) Sketch a graph of the density for X. Indicate on this graph the probability that a

gaseous mass is located within 200 parsecs of the center of the fundamental
plane. Find this probability.

(b) Approximately what percentage of the gaseous masses are located more than

250 parsecs from the center of the plane?
(c) What distance has the property that 20% of the gaseous masses are at least this

far from the fundamental plane?
(d) What is the moment generating function for X?

42. Among diabetics, the fasting blood glucose level X may be assumed to be approxi
mately normalIy distributed with mean 106 milligrams per 100 milliliters and
standard deviation 8 milligrams per 100 millilitel'S.

(a) Sketch a graph of the density for X. Indicate on this graph the probability that a
randomly selected diabetic will have a blood glucose level between 90 and 122
mg/100 mL. Find this probability.

(b) Find P(X ~ 120 mg/100 ml].
(c) Find the point that has the property that 25% of all diabeties have a fasting

glucose level of this value or lower.
(d) if a randomly selected diabetic is found to have fasting blood glucose level in

excess of 130, do you thin k there is cause for concem? Explain, based on the
probability of this occurring naturalIy.

43. (a) Find the density for the standard normal random variable Z.

(b) Find fü). Show that the only critica i point for f OCCUfSat z = O. Use the first
derivative test to show that f assumes its maximum value at z = o.

(c) Find tü). Show that the possible inflection points oCCUf at z = ± 1. Use the
second derivative to show that f changes concavity at z = ± 1, implying that
the inflection points do occur when z == ± 1.

(d) Let X be normal with parameters J.L and cr. Let (X - /-L)/cr = Z. Use the
results of parts (b) and (c) to verify that, in general, anormal curve assumes its
maximum value at x = /-L and has points of inflection at x = /-L ± cr.

44. Let X be normal with parameters /-L and cr. Use the moment generating function to
find E[X2]. Find Var X, thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.4.2.

*45. (Log-normal distribution.) The log-normal distribution is the distribution of a
random variable whose natural logarithm folIows a normal distribution. Thus if X is

anormal random variable then Y = eX folIows a log-normal distribution. Complete
the argument below, thus deriving the density for a log-normal random variable.

Xi5

2
X.95

P[6.26 ~ X?5 ~ 27.5J

xii

P[X?5 ~ 5.23J

P[X?5 ~ 22.3J

P[W> Wl + W21W > wiJ = P(W > w21

Verify this statement for any exponential random variable W with parameter 1:1.

36. Rock noise in an underground mine occurs at an average rate of three per hoiii.
(See Exereise 65, Chap. 3.)

(a) Find the probability that no rock noise will be recorded for at least 30 miniitON.

(b) Suppose that no rock noise has been heard for 15 minutes. Find the probabiliiy
'I' that an other 30 minutes wiII el apse before the first rock noise is detected.

37,) Califomia is hit every year by approximately 500 earthquakes that are large enou!!h
'i -' to be felt. However, those of destructive magnitude oecur, on the average, one c iiyear.

(a) Find the probability that at least 3 months el apse before the first earthquake ol'
destructive magnitude Occurs. (See Exercise 64, Chap. 3.)

D' (b) Suppose that no destructive quake has occurred for 4 months. Find the

'- \ ii{, probability that an additional 3 months will el apse before a destructive quakeoccurs.

38. Consider a chi-squared random variable with 15 degrees of freedom.
(a) What is the mean of X?5? What is its variance?

(b) What is the expression for the density for X?5?

(c) What is the expression for the moment generating function for X?5?
(d) Use Table LV of App. A to find each of the folIowing:
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Let X be normal with mean t-i and varianeu (Tz. Lel () Yuiioto l/iu i'IiI11I1Jiijiv~
distribution funetion for Y'= eX, and let F denote the eiimiihiiivo t1lslrlhlilloHfunction for X.

(a) Show that G(y) = F(In y).

(b) Show that G'( y) = F'(In y) /y.

(c) Use Exercise 14 part (iv) to show that the density for Y is given by

1 [1(InY-t-i)2] -oo<t-i<oo
g( y) = r=- exp - - 2 o' > O

21TO'Y 2 o' y>O

Note that t-i and u are the mean and standard deviation of the underiyili
normal distribution; theyare not the mean and standard deviation of Y itseir.

*46. Let Y denote the diameter in millimeters of Styrofoam pelIets used in packing.
Assume that Y has a log-normal distribution with parameters t-i = .8 and u = .1.
(a) Find the probability that a randomly selected pelIet has a diameter that excecds2.7 milIimeters.

(b) Between what two values will Y fall with probability approximately .95?

Section 4.5 iJ~ ~ C~1.fb17i..e.viSi (
47. Verify the normal probability rule.

48. The number of Btu's of petroleum and petroleum products used per person in the
United States in 1975 was normalIy distributed with mean 153 million Btu and
standard deviation 25 million Btu. Approximately what pereentage of the popula
tion used between 128 and 178 million Btu during that year? Approximately what
pereentage of the population used in excess of 228 million Btu?

49. Reconsider Exereises 40(a), 41(a), and 42(a) in light of the normal probability mle.
50. For anormal random variable, P[IX - t-i i < 3u] ~ .99. What value is assigned to

this probability via Chebyshev's inequality? Are the results consistent? Which mle
gives a strongel' statement in the case of a normal variable?

51. Animals have an excelIent spatial memory. In an experiment to confirm this
statement an eight-armed maze such as that shown in Fig. 4.20 is used. At the

e Animal e

FlGURE 4.20

An eight-armed maze.

1ll'1I1111l11l1Jof ii luiil, one pciiet of rood is placcd at the end of each arm. A hungry
inlmul Is pliii;cd at the center of the maze and is alIowed to choose freely from
lII101l8 the arms. The optimal strategy is to mn to the end of each arm exactly once.

This rCQuires that the animal remember where it has been. Let X denote the
nuinber of correct arms (arms stili containing food) selected among its first eight
ehoices. Studies indicate that t-i = 7.9. (McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology, 1980.)
(a) Is X normally distributed?
(b) State and interpret Chebyshev's inequality in the context of this problem for

k = .5, 1, 2, and 3. At what point does the inequality begin to give us some
practical information?
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52. Let X be binomial with n = 20 and p = .3. Use the normal approximation to)l:
approximate each of the following. Compare your results with the values obtained
from Table I of App. A.
(a) P[X ~ 3].
(b) P[3 ~ X ~ 6].
(c) P[X ~ 4].
(d) P[X = 4].

53. Although errors are likely when taking measurements from photographic images, "
these errors are often very smail. For sharp images with negligible distortion, errors
in measuring distances are often no larger than .0004 inch. Assume that the
probability of a serious measurement error is .05. A series of 150 independent
measurements are made. Let X denote the number of serious errors made.
(a) In finding the probability of making at least one serious error, is the normal

approximation appropriate? if so, approximate the probability using this method.
(b) Approximate the probability that at most three serious errors will be made.

54. A chemical reaction is mn in which the usual yield is 70%. A new process has been
devised that should improve the yield. Proponents of the new process daim that it
produces better yields than the old process more than 90% of the time. The new
process is tested 60 times. Let X denote the number of trials in which the yield
exceeds 70%.
(a) if the probability of an increased yield is .9, is the normal approximation

appropriate?
(b) if p = .9, what is E[X]?
(c) if p > .9 as daimed, then, on the average, more than 54 of every 60 trials will

result in an increased yield. Let us agree to accept the daim if X is at least 59.
What is the probability that we will accept the daim if p is really only .9?

(d) What is the probability that we shaII not accept the daim (X ~ 58) if it is true,
and p is realIy .95?

55. üpponents of a nudear power project daim that the majority of those living near a
proposed site are opposed to the project. To justify this statement, a random sample
of 75 residents is selected and their opinions are sought. Let X denote the number
opposed to the project.
(a) if the probability that an individual is opposed to the project is .5, is the normal

approximation appropriate?
(b) if p = .5, what is E[X]?
(c) if p > .5 as daimed, then, on the average, more than 37.5 of every 75

individuals are opposed to the project. Let us agree to accept the daim if X is
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VIV

t> O

a>O

(3>0

III

p(t) = a{3t{3-1

II

F1GURE 4.21

(a) Show that p(t) is constant if (3 = 1.
(b) Find p'(t). Argue that p'(t) > O if (3 > 1, thus producing an inereasing hazard

rate. Argue that p'(t) < O if {3< 1, thus producing a decreasing hazard rate.

65. A system has eight components connected as shown in Fig. 4.21.
(a) Find the reliability of each of the parallel assemblies.
(b) Find the system reliability.
(c) Suppose that assembly II is replaced by two identical components in parallel,

each with reliability .98. What is the reliability of the new assembly?
(d) What is the new system reliability after making the change suggested in part

(c)?

(e) Make changes analogous to that of part (c) in each of the remaining single
component assemblies. Compute the new system reliability.
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[JOx2a{3xf3-1e-ax~ dxo

let z = axf3. Evaluate the integral in a manner similar to that used in the proof of
Theorem 4.7.1.

63. Use the result of Exercise 62 to find Var X for a Weibull random variable with
parameters a and (3, thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.7.1.

64. Consider the hazard rate function

fil. Shiiw lhiil fol' a > O und (:J > 0,

(Oa{3xf3-1e-ax~ dx = 1

thereby showing that the nonnegative function given in Definition 4.7.1 is a density
for a continuous random variable. Hint: Let z = axf3.

62. Let X be a Weibull random variable with parameters a and (3. Show that
E[X2] = a-2/f3f(l + 2/(3). Hint: In evaluating

VJ tA b-\1 i,

at least 46. What is the probability that we Nhull acciipl ihii 01111111 If II ls i'oiilly
only.5?

(d) What is the probability that we shall not accept the daim (X ~ 45) even thoiiiih
it is true and p is really .7?

56. (Normal approximation to the Poisson distribution.) Let X be Poisson with pumiii
ter As. Then for large values of As, X is approximately normal with mean A.I' iiiii!
variance As. (The proof of this theorem is also based on the Central Limit Theürciii
and will be considered in Chap. 7.) Let X be a Poisson ran dom variable w/lll
parameter As = 15. Find P[X:::;; 12] from Table II of App. A. Approximate this
probability using anormal curve. Be sure to employ the half-un it correction factu\',

57. The average number of jets either arriving at or departing from O'Hare Airport ls
one every 40 seconds. What is the approximate probability that at least 75 sudI
flights will occur during a randomly selected hour? What is the probability thal
fewer than 100 such flights will take place in an hour?

58. The length of time in hours that a rechargeable cakulator battery will hold its
charge is a random variable. Assume that this variable has a Weibull distribution
with a = .01 and (3 = 2.
(a) What is the density for X?
(b) What are the mean and variance for X? Hint: it can be shown that f(a) =

(a - l)f(a - 1) for anya> 1. Furthermore, fO/2) = yÇ.
(c) What is the reliability function for this random variable?
(d) What is the reliability of such a battery at t = 3 hours? At t = 12 hours? At

t = 20 hours?
(e) What is the hazard rate function for these batteries?
(f) What is the failure rate at t = 3 hours? At t = 12 hours? At t = 20 hours?
(g) Is the hazard rate function an inereasing or a decreasing function? Does this

seem to be reasonable from a practical point of view? Explain.
59. Computer chips do not "wear out" in the ordinary sense. Assuming that defectiye

chips have been removed from the market by factory inspection, it is reasonable to
assume that these chips exhibit a constant hazard rate. Let the hazard rate be given
by p(t) = .02. (Time is in years.)
(a) In a practical sense, what are the main causes of failure of these chips?
(b) What is the reliability function for chips of this type?
(c) What is the reliability of a chip 20 years after it has been put into use?
(d) What is the failure density for these chips?
(~) What type of random variable is X, the time to failure of a chip?
(f) What is the mean and variance for X?
(g) What is the probability that a chip will be operable for at least 30 years?

60. The random variable X, the time to failure (in thousands of miles driven) of the
signal lights on an automobile has a Weibull distribution with a = .04 and (3 = 2.
(a) Find the density, mean, and variance for X.
(b) Find the reliability function for X.
(c) What is the reliability of these lights at 5000 miles? At 10,000 miles?
(d) What is the hazard rate function?
(e) What is the hazard rate at 5000 miles? At 10,000 miles?
(f) What is the probability that the lights will fail during the first 3000 miles driven?

Section 4.7
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REVIEW EXERCISES

82. Let X be a continuous random variable with density

f(x)=cx2 -3 =:;;x=:;;3

(a) Assuming that f(x) = O elsewhere, find the value of c that makes this a
density.

(b) Find E[X] and E[X2] from the definitions of the se terms.

Fy(y) = Fx(v'Y) - Fx( -v'y)

(c) Use the technique given in the proof of Theorem 4.8.1 to show that

fY(Y) = 1/(2v'Y)[fx( v'Y) + fx( - v'y)]

(d) Use the technique iIIustrated in Example 4.8.2 to show that

fY(Y) = 1/(2v'Y)[fx(v'Y) + fx( -v'y)]

76. Let Z be a standard normal random variable and let Y = Z2.

(a) Show that fO/2) = f~x-1/2e-x dx.

(b) Show that fO/2) = ,;;. Hint: Use the results of part (a) with x = t2/2 and
make use of the fact that the standard normal density integrates to 1 when
integrated over the set of real numbers.

(c) Use the results of Exercise 75 to find fy·

(d) Argue that Y follows a chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom.
77. Let X be normally distributed with mean f.t and variance a2• Let Y = ex. Show

that Y follows the log-normal distribution. (See Exercise 45.)
78. Let Z be a standard normal random variable and let Y = 2Z2 - i. Find the density

for Y.

(b) Show that for y ~ O,

('ON !'INIIUUS IliSTHIU! J I'I! iNN i5J

Lol X bi: a continuous ranilom variable with density fx, and let Y = X2.

(a) Show that for Y ~ O,

Fy(Y) = P[ - V'Y =:;; X =:;; V'Y]

Section 4.9

79. Use Table IIIof App. A to generate nine mare observations on the random variable
X, the time to .failure of a computer chip. (See Example 4.9.1.) Based on these
data, approximate the average time to failure by finding the arithmetic average of
the values of X simulated in the experiment. Does this value agree well with the
theoretical mean value of 50 years?

80. Simulate 20 observations on the random variable X, the time to faHure of the signal
lights on an automobile. (See Exercise 60.) Approximate the average time to failure
for these lights based on the simulated data. Does this value agree well with the
theoretical mean value for X?

81. A sateI1ite has malfunctioned and is expected to re enter the earth's atmosphere
sometime during a 4-hour period. Let X denote the time of reentry. Assume that X
is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,4]. Siinulate 20 observations on X. (See
Exercise 18.)

O =:;;x =:;; VSfx(x) = (1/4)x

69. Prove Theorem 4.8.1 in the case in which g is strictly inereasing.
70. Let X be a random variable with density

and let Y = X + 3.
(a) Find E[X], and the n use the rules for expectation to find E[Y].
(b) Find the density for Y.
(c) Use the density for Y to find E[Y], and compare your answer to that found in

part (a).
71. Let X be a random variable with density

fx(x) = (1/4)xe-X/2 x ~ O

and let Y = (-1/2)X + 2. Find the density for Y.
72. Let X be a random variable with density

fx(x)=e-x x>O

~.nd let Y = eX• Find the density for Y.
73. Let C denote the temperature in degrees Celsius to which a computer will be

subjected in the field. Assume that C is uniformly distributed over the interval
05,2l). Let F denote the field temperature in degrees Fahrenheit so that F =
(9/5)C + 32. Find the density for F.

74. Let X denote the velocity of a random gas molecule. According to the Maxwell
Boltzmann law, the density for X is given by

fAx) = cx2e-fJx2 x> O

Here c is a constant that depends on the gas involved and {3is a constant whose
value depends on the mass of the molecule and its absolute temperature. The
kinetic energy of the molecule, Y, is given by Y = 0/2)mX2 where m > O. Find
the density for Y.

66. A system consists of two independent components eniiiicelodl" Nl\III'N, 'l'h0 1It't.i NJlIIII

of the first component follows a Weibull distribution with (r ••• ,nOt, IlIltl f3 - .5i tli
second has a life span that follows the exponential distribution with (:3 - .00004.
(a) Find the reliability of the system at 2500 hours.
(b) Find the probability that the system will fail before 2000 hours.
(c) if the two components are connected in parallel, what is the system reliability tl!

2500 hours?

67. Suppose that a missite can have several independent and identical computers, each
with reliability .9 connected in parallel so that the system will continue to function
as long as at least one computer is operating. if it is desired to have a system
reliability of at least .999, how many computers should be connected in parallel?

68. Three independent and identical components, each with a reliability of .9, are to be
used in an assembly.
(a) The assembly will function if at least one of the components is operable. Find

the system reliability.
(b) The assembly will function if at least two of the components are operable. Find

the reliability of the system.
(c) The assembly will function only if all three of the components are operable.

Find the reliability of the system.
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where a = 2 and (3 = 1/5.

x > 1

0:5:x:5:1

x<O

F(x) _ [, :x'

Find the density for X.

92. The density for a continuous random variable is given by
f(x) =xe-x O <x < 00

(a) Show that !öxe-X dx = 1. Hint: Use the gamma function.
(b) Find E[X], E[X21, and Var X.

(c) Show that mx(t) = 1/(1 - t)Z, where t < i.
(d) Use mx(t) to find E[X].

93. An e1ectronic counter records the number of vehicles exiting the interstate at a
particular poinL Assume that the average number of vehicles leaving in a S-minute
period is 10. Approximate the probability that between 100 and 120 vehicles
inclusive will exit at this po int in a 1-hour period.

94. Consider the foiiowing moment generating functions. In each case, identify the
distribution involved completely. Be sure to specify the numerical value of aii
parameters that identify the distribution. For example, if X is normal, give the
numerical value of !.L and (T2; if gamma, state a and {3.
(a) e31+ 1612 /2
(b) (1 - 3t)-7
(c) (1 - 2t)-12

e31 - ei
(d)- 2t

(e) e12/2

(f) (1 - 7t)-1
(g)e31+12/2

95. For each random variable in Exercise 94, state the numerical value of the average
for X and its variance.

(/i) rimi the (ailufo donslty for X.
(ii) fllnl1 the cxpected value of X.
(c) find the reliability function for X.
(ll) Find the probability that the modem will last for at least 2 years.
(i:) What is the hazard rate at t = 1 year?
(J) Deseribe roughly the theoretical pattem in the causes of failure in these

modems.

110. Past evidence shows that when a customer complains of an out-of-order phone
there is an 8% chance that the problem is with the inside wiring. During a 1-month
period, 100 complaints are lodged. Assume that there have been no wide-scale
problems that could be expected to affect many phones at once, and that, for this
reason, these failures are considered to be independent. Find the expected number
of failures due to a problem with the inside wiring. Find the probability that at least
10 failures are due to a problem with the inside wiring. Would it be unusual if at
most 5 were due to problems with the inside wiring? Explain, based on the
probability of this occurring.

91. The cumulative distribution function for a continuous random variable X is defined
by

-l<t<l

-oo<x<oo

mx(t) = (1/2)[1/(t + 1) - l/(t - 1)]

f(x) = 1/2e-1x1

(a) Show that !~",J(x) dx = 1.
(b) Show that

p(t) = a{3t{3-1

(c) Use mx(t) to show that E[X] = O.
89. Let X denote the time to failure in years of a telephone modem used to access a

mainframe computer from a remote terminaL. Assume that the hazard rate function
for X is given by

(c) Find Var X and (T.

(d) Find P[X :5: 2]; P[ -1 :5: X :5: 2]; P[X > 1] by direct inteiiiiitlon.
(e) Find the closed-form expression for the cumulative distribution function F.
(f) Use F to find each of the probabilities of part (d), and compare your ill)NWoi'll

to those obtained earlier.

83. Find !özioe-z dz.
84. A computer firm introduces a new home computer. Past experience shows that th

random variable X, the time of peak demand measured in months afterltM
introduction, foiiows a gamma distribution with variance 36.
(a) if the expected value of X is 18 months, find a and (3.
(b) Find P[X:5: 7.01]; P[X ~ 26]; P[13.7 :5: X:5: 31.5].

85. Let X denote the lag time in a printing queue at a particular computer center. Thllt
is, X denotes the difference between the time that a program is placed in the queuc
and the time at which printing begins. Assume that X is normaiiy distributed with
mean 15 minutes and variance 25.
(a) Find the expression for the density for X.
(b) Find the probability that a program will reach the printer within 3 minutes of

arriving in the queue.
(c) Would it be unusual for a program to stay in the queue between 10 and 20

minutes? Explain, based on the approximate probability of this occurring. You
do not have to use the Z table to answer this question!

(d) Would you be surprised if it took longer than 30 minutes for the program to
reach the printer? Explain, based on the probability of this occurring.

86. A computer center maintains a telephone consulting service to troubleshoot for its
users. The service is available from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each working day. Past
experience shows that the random variable X, the number of caiis received per day,
follows a Poisson distribution with A = 50. For a given day, find the probability that
the first caii of the day will be received by 9:15 a.m.; after 3 p.m.; between 9:30 a.m.
and 10 a.m.

87. Let H(X) = X2 + 3X + 2. Find E[H(X)] if
(a) X is normally distributed with mean 3 and variance 4.
(b) X has a gamma distribution with a = 2 and {3= 4.
(c) X has a chi-squared distribution with 10 degrees of freedom.
(d) X has an exponential distribution with {3= 5.
(e) X has a Weibuii distribution with a = 2 and (3 = 1.

88. Let the density for the continuous random variable X be given by
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i. Use Tablc 5.2 to find each of these probabilities:
(tl) The probability that exactly two defectiye welds and one improperly tightened

boli will be produced by the robots.
(b) The probability that at least one defectiye weld and at least one improperly

tightened bolt will be produced.
(c) The probability that at most one defectiye weld will be produced.
(d) The probability that at least two improperly tightened bolts will be produced.

2. In conducting an experiment in the laboratory, temperature gauges are to be used
at four junction points in the equipment setup. These four gauges are randomly
selected from a bin containing seven such gauges. Unknown to the scientist, three of
the seven gauges give improper temperature readings. Let X denote the number of
defectiye gauges selected and Y the number of nondefective gauges selected. The
joint density for (X, Y) is given in Table 5.5.
(a) The values given in Table 5.5 can be derived by realizing that the random

variable X is hypergeometric. Use the results of See. 3.7 to verify the value s
given in Table 5.5.

(b) Find the marginal densities for both X and Y. What type of random variable
is Y?

(e) Intuitively speaking, are X and Y independent? Justify your answer mathemati
cally.

3. The joint density for (X, Y) is given by

fxy(x, y) = 1/n2

ItJlNI' 1'11.1 H 11111i ii INN iHi

111\114111 !l.1

x = 1,2,3, ,n
y = 1,2,3, ,n

(a) Verify that fxy(x, y) satisfies the conditions necessary to be a density.
(b) Find the marginal densities fm X and Y.
(e) Are X andY independent?

*4. The joint density for (X, Y) is given by

fxy{x, y) = 2/n(n + 1) 1 ~ y ~ x ~ n na positlve integer

(a) Verify that f xy(x, y) satisfies the conditions necessary to be a density. Hint:
The sum of the first n integers is given by n(n + 1)/2.

(b) Find the marginal densities for X and Y. Hint: Draw a picture of the region
over which (X, Y) is defined.

(e) Are X and Y independent?
(d) Assume that n = 5. Use the joint density to find P[X ~ 3 and Y ~ 2]. Find

P[X~ 3] and P[Y ~ 2]. Hint: Draw a picture of the region over which (X, Y)
is defined.
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TABLES.S
iiLi!

x/y

O1 234

iO

OO OO1/35
1

OO O12/35O

i ii

2
OO18/35OO

3
O4/35 OOO

iii!
1,11

ii!

n-dimensional diserete
random variable

n-dimensional eontinuous
random variable

Bivariate normal distribution
Continuous joint density
Continuous marginal density
Expeeted value of H(X, Y)
Correlation eoeffieient
Perfeet negative eorrelation
Conditional density

Other transformation theorems can be derived from Theorem 5.5.1. Some
of these are given in Exereises 48, 50, and 51. For a more detailed diseussion of
this topic, please see [49].

are:

In this ehapter we eonsidered random variable s of more than one dimension.
Emphasis was on random variables of two dimensions. The joint density was
defined by extending the notion of a density for a single variable in a logical
way. This funetion was used to ealculate probabilities associate d with two
dimensional random variables (X, Y). We saw how to obtain the marginal
densities for both X and Y from the joint density. These marginal densities are
the usual densities for X or Y when eonsidered alone. The eorrelation eoeffi
eient p was introdueed as a measure of linearity between X and Y. The notion
of independenee between X and Y was defined formally and its relationship to
p was investigated. We saw how to define the eonditional densities for X given
Y and Y given X from knowledge of the joint density for (X, Y) and the
marginal densities for X and Y. The eonditional densities were used to find the
equations for the eurves of regression of Y on X and X on Y. These regression
eurves are the graphs of the mean value of Y as a funetion of X or vice versa.
We saw that these eurves may be linear or nonlinear.

We introdueed and defined important terms that you should know. These

u = X - Y must lie between - 3 and 2 and that V •• .\' i l' IIIUNI Ilc IicIW(I(11lii
and 5. Furthermore, U and V must satisfy the inequallUcs

O < (u + u) /2 < 2

O < (u - u) /2 < 3
m O<u+u<4

O<u-u<6

Solving these inequalities simultaneously yields the region R shown in Fig. 5.6(",.
Thus the density for (O, V) is given by

fuv(u, u) = 1/12 (u, u) ER

We leave it to you to verify that fuv is, in fact, a valid density.
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(a) Find the value of c that makes this a density.

(b) Find the probability that on a randomly selected day the air temperature will
exceed 20°C and it will take at least 1 minute for the car to be ready to start.

(c) Find the marginal densities for X and Y.

(d) Find the probability that on a randomly selected day it will take at least one
minute for the car to be ready to start.

(e) Find the probability that on a randomly selected day the air temperature willexceed 20°C.

(f) Are X and Y independent? Explain on a mathematical basis.

5. The two most common types of errors made by programmers are syntax errors and
errors in logic. For a simple language such as BASIC the number of such errors is
usually smaIL. Let X denote the number of syntax errors and Y the number of
errors in logic made on the first run of a BASIC program. Assume that the jointdensity for (X, Y) is as shown in Table 5.6.

(a) Find the probability that a randomly selected program will have neither of thesetypes of errors.

(b) Find the probability that a randomly selected program will contain at least one
syntax error and at most one error in logic.

(c) Find the marginal densities for X and Y.

(d) Find the probability that a randomly selected program contains at least twosyntax errors.

(e) Find the probability that a randomly selected program contains one or twoerrors in logic.
(f) Are X and Y independent?

6. Consider Example 5.1.5. Verify that P[X 5 30 and Y 5 281 ~ .15 by integrating the
joint density first with respect to y, then with respect to x.

7. (a) Use the joint density of Example 5.1.5 to find the probability that the inside
pressure on the roof will be greater than 30, whereas the outside pressure is lessthan 32.

(b) Use the marginal density for X to find P[X 5281.
(c) Use the marginal deiisity for Y to find P[Y> 301.

8. Let X denote the temperature (OC)and let Y denote the time in minutes that it
takes for the diesel engine on an automobile to get ready to start. Assume that the
joint density for (X, Y) is given by
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.~. 1\11 \liiiiln\)ui' is studying early moming traftic patterns at a particular intersection.
'l'li\) iihs(;rvatioii period begins at 5:30 a.m. Let X denote the time of arrival of the
ni'sl.vehicle from the north-south direction; let Y denote the first arrival time from
the east-wcst direction. Time is measured in fractions of an hour after 5:30 a.m.
Assumc that the density for (X, Y) is given by

fxy(x,y) = I/x O <y <x < 1

(a) Verify that this is a joint density for a two-dimensional ran dom variable.
(b) Find P[X 5 .5 and Y 5 .25].
(c) Find P[X > .5 or Y> .25].
(d) Find P[X ~ .5 and Y ~ .5].
(e) Find the marginal densities for X and Y.
(f) Find P[X 5 .5].
(g) Find P[Y 5 .25].
(h) Are X and Y independent? Explain.

10. The joint density for (X, Y) is given by

fxy(x,y) =x3y3/16 O 5x 5 2, O 5y 5 2

(a) Find the marginal densities for X and Y.
(b) Are X and Y independent?
(c) Find P[X 5 1].
(d) if it is known that Y = 1, what is P[X 5 I]? (Do not use any computation to

answer this question!)
ll. Economic conditions cause fluctuations in the prices of raw commodities as well as

in finished products. Let X denote the price paid for a barrel of crude oil by the
initial carrier and let Y denote the price pa id by the refinery purchasing the product
from the carrier. Assume that the joint density for (X, Y) is given by

fxy(x,y)=c 20<x<y<40

(a) Find the value of c that makes this a joint density for a two-dimensional
random variable.

(b) Find the probability that the carrier will pay at least $25 per barrel and the
refinery will pay at most $30 per barrel for the oil.

(c) Find the probability that the price paid by the refinery exceeds that of the
carrier by at least $10 per barrel.

(d) Find the marginal densities for X and Y.
(e) Find the probability that the price paid by the carrier is at least $25.
(f) Find the probability that the price paid by the refinery is at most $30.
(g) Are X and Y independent? Explain.

*12. (n-dimensional discrete random variables.) Random variable s of dimensioii n > 2
can be defined and studied by extending the definitions presented in the two-dimen
sional case in a logical way. For example, an n-tuple (Xi' X2, X3, ... , Xn) in which
each of the random variables Xi' X2, X3, .•. , Xn is adiscrete random variable is
called an n-dimensional discrete random variable. The density for such a random
variable is given by

f(xi, X2, x3,···, Xn) = P(Xi = Xi' X2 = X2, X3 = x3,···, Xn = Xn]

This problem entails the use of a three-dimensional random variable.

O 5x 5 40

05Y52
fxy(x, Y) = c(4x + 2y + 1)

".
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l~y~el~x~e

fxy(X, y) = (1/6640)(4x + 2y + 1)

o. 'I'hc )111111 dcnsily for (X, Y), where X is the temperature and Y is the time that it
tiikes for LI dicsel engin e on an automobile to get ready to start (see Exercise 8), is

1I1vuii by
O ~X ~ 40

0~y~2

(ll) From a physical standpoint, do you think Cov(X, Y) should be positive or
negative?

(b) Find E[X], E[Y], E[XY], and Cov(X, n.
21. The joint density for (X, Y), where X is the arrival time of the first vehicle from the

north-south direction and Y is the arrival time of the first vehicle from the east-west
direction at an intersection (see Exercise 9), is given by

fxy(x,y) = i/x O <y <x < 1

Find E[X], E[Y], E[XY), and Cov(X, Y).

22. Find the covariance between the random variables X and Y of Exercise 10.

23. Let X denote the price paid for a barrel of crude oil by the initial carrier and let Y
denote the price paid by the refinery purchasing the oi\. (See Exercise 11.) The joint
density for (X, n is given by

fxy(x, y) = 1/200 20 < x < y < 40

(a) From a physical standpoint, should Cov(X, Y) be positive or negative?
(b) Find E[X), E[Y), E[XY], and Cov(X, Y).
(c) Find E[Y - X]. Interpret this expectation in a practical sense.

24. Show that Cov(XY) = E[XY] - E[X]E[Y]. Hint: By definition, Cov(X, Y) =
E[(X _ IJ- x )(Y - IJ-y)]. Expand this product and apply the rules for expectation
(Theorem 3.3.1). Remember that IJ-x = E[X] and IJ-y= E[Y).

2S. Prove that Var{X + Y) = Var X + Var Y + 2 Cov(X, n. Hint: Var(X + Y) =
E[(X + y)Z] _ (E[X + YJ)z. Square these terms andapply the rules for expecta-
tion. (Theorem 3.3.1.)

26. Use the resu1t of Exercise 25 to show that if X and Y are independent, then
Var{X + Y) = Var X + Var Y. This proves the third rule for variance. (Theorem
3.3.3.)

27. Show that if X = Y, then Cov(X, Y) = Var X = Var Y.
*28. Let the joint density for (X, Y) be given by

_1 ri 11f(X,y) = 2(e -1) l-; + Y

(a) Showthat flfff(x,y)dydx= 1.
(b) Find E[X] and E[Y].
(c) Find E[XY].
(d) Are X and Y independent? Explain, based on your answers to parts (b) and (c)

and Theorem 5.2.2.
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29. The joint density for (X, Y), where X denotes the number of defective and Y the
number of nondefective temperature gauges selected from a bin containing three
defectiye and four nondefective gauges, is given in Table 5.5. (See Exercise 2.)
(a) From the physical interpretation of the problem, should p xy be positive or

negative? Should PXy be + 1or -I? Explain.
(b) Find E[XZ] and E[YZ]. Use the information from Exercise 15 to find PXY·

iK4 \ '111\1''1'111\

15. Four temperature gauges are randomly selected from a bin containing three
defectiye and four nondefective gauges. Let X denote the number of defectiye
gauges selected and Y the number of nondefective gauges selected. (See Exercise
2.) The joint density for (X, Y) is given in Table 5.5.
(a) From the physical description of the problem, should Cov(X, Y) be positive or

negative?
(b) Find E[X], E[Y], E[XY], and Cov(X, Y).

16. Let X denote the number of syntax errors and Y the number of errors in logic
made on the first run of a BASIC program. (See Exercise 5.) The joint density for
(X, Y) is given in Table 5.6.
(a) X and Y are not independent. Does this give any indication of the value of the

covariance?
(b) Find E[X], E[Y], E[XY], and Cov(X, Y). Give a rough physical interpretation

of the covariance.
(c) Find E[X + yi. What is the practical interpretation of this expectation?

17. Consider the random variable (X, Y) of Exercise 3. Without doing any addi tion al
computation, find Cov(X, Y).

18. Use the marginal densities given in Table 5.3 to compute E[X] and E[Y]. Compare
your results to those obtained in Example 5.2.1.

19. The joint density for (X, Y), where X is the inside and Y is the outside barometric
pressure on an air support roof (see Example 5.1.5), is given by

Section 5.2

fxy(x,y) = c/x 27 ~y ~X ~ 33
c = 1/(6 - 27 In 33/27) = 1.72

(a) Find E[X], E[Y], E[XY], and Cov(X, n.
(b) Find E[X - Y]. What is the practical physical interpretation of this expecta

tion?

ltems coming ofl an asscmbly line an; cliisscu iis hCIIIH ('II hi'i Ilolidl'!'(.ll'tiVl' i

defectiye but salvageable, or defectiye and nonsalvagcable. 'I'hc pl'Ohiihlll1li.lNol
observing items in each of these categories are .9, .08, and .02, respeclively. 'I'hi'
probabilities do not change from trial to tria\. Twenty items are randomly selecliill
and c1assified. Let Xi denote the number of nondefective items obtained, X i iILI'

number of defectiye but salvageable items obtained, and X3 the number (Li

defectiye and nonsalvageable items obtained.
(a) Find P[Xi = 15, Xz = 3, X3 = 2]. Hint: Use the formula for the number of

permutations of indistinguishable objects, Exercise 23, Chap. 1, to count ill
number of ways to get this sort of split in a sequence of 20 trials.

(b) Find the general formula for the density for (Xi' Xz, X3).

*13. (n-dimensional continuous random variables.) An n-tuple (Xi' Xz, X3, ••• , X,,),
where each of the random variables Xi' Xz, ... , X" is continuous, is caiied an
n-dimensional continuous random variable. The density for an n-dimensional con
tinuous random variable is defined by extending Definition 5.1.3 in anatural way.
State the three properties that identify a function as a density for
(Xi, Xz, X3, ... , X,,).

*14. Let f(xi, xz, x3) = c(xi . Xz . X3) for O ~ Xi ~ 1, O ~ Xz ~ 1, O ~ x3 ~ 1. Find the
value of c that makes this a density for the three-dimensional random variable
(Xi' Xz, X3)·



Hint: Let u = gi(x, y) = xy and v = y, and apply Theorem 5.5.1.

Hint: Define a transformation T by

u=gi(x,y)=x+y

v=gz(x,y)=y

Follow the procedure given in Theorem 5.5.1 to obtain the joint density for (U, V).
Integrate the joint density to obtain the marginal density for U.

49. Let X and Y be independent standard normal random variables. Let U = X + Y.
Use Exercise 48 to prove that U follows a normal distribution with mean O and
variance 2. Hint: In integrating over v, complete the square in the exponent and
remember that anormal density integra te d over the real line is equal to 1.

50. Let X and Y be continuous random variable s with joint density fXy. Let U = XY.
Prove that fu, the density for XY, is given by

fu(u) = fOO fxy(u/v, v)11/ul du-00

11'11,
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(d Flnd tlie curvc of regressioii of Yon X. I,S the regression linear?
1) FiiuJ the incan price paid by the refinery for a barrel of crude oil given that the

curricr paid $35 per barrel.

Notc that if ip i = 1, the n Y = 130 + 131X. For fixed values of X, Ylx = 130 + 131x.

Arguc that f.Lyix is a linear function of x. That is, argue that if X and Y are
pcrfectly correlated, then the curve of regression of Y on X is linear. Is the
converse true? Explain.

44.

Section 5.5

45. Consider the linear transformation T defined by

T: u = 2x + Y

u = x + 3y

(a) Is this transformation invertible? if so, find the defining equations for T-I.
(b) Find the Jacobian for ri.

46. Consider the linear transformation T defined by

T: u = 3x + 2y

u=x-y

(a) Is this transformation invertible? if so, find the defining equations for T-I.
(b) Find the Jacobian for ri.

47. Assume that X and Y are independent and uniformly distributed over (O,1) and
(0,2), respectively. Find the joint density for (U, V), where U and V are as defined
in Exercise 45.

48. (Distribution of one function of two eontinuous randam variables.) Let X and Y be
continuous random variables with joint density fxy. Let U = X + Y. Prove that fu,
the density for X + Y, is given by

fu(u) = r' fxy(u - v,u)dv-00

ln Exercises 30 to 34, find E[XZ], E[YZ], Vur X, Var Yi und ",I'l' foi' tlie l'IIIHloiii
variables in the exereises referenced. In each case decidc whcthcr or 1101 you woiilil
expect the graph of Y versus X to exhibit a strong linear trend.

Section 5.4

30. Exercise 16.
31. Exercise 19.
32. Exercise 20.
33. Exercise 21.
34. Exercise 23.

35. Assume that Y = 130 + 13IX, 131 "* O.

(a) Show that Cov(X, Y) = 131Var X. Hint: Cov(X, Y) = E[X(13o + 13IX)] _
E[X] X E[13o + 13IX]. Use the rules for expectation.

(b) Show that Var Y = 13? Var X. Hint: Use the rules for variance. (Theorem 3.3.3.)
(c) Find PXy.

(d) Argue that p Xy = 1 if 131, the slope of the line Y = 130 + 13IX, is positive and
that Px y = -1 if the slope of this line is negative.

36. Prove that if X and Y are independent, then p Xy = O. Can we conelude that if X
and Y are uncorrelated, then theyare independent? Explain.

37. Without doing any additional computation, find p xy for the random variables ofExercise 3.

38. What is the correlation between the random variables X and Y of Exercise LO?

iHt. ('IIAI'I'I!lt'

39. Consider Example 5.4.3.

(a) What is the expected value of X when y = 31?
(b) What is the expected value of Y when x = 30?

40. Consider Example 5.1.4.

(a) Find fxiy' Note that fxiy = fx' From a physical standpoint, can you explainwhy these densities are the same?
(b) Find /YlX' Is fyix = fy?

(c) Find the curve of regression of X on Y and the curve of regression of Yon X.Are these curves linear?

*41. Consider the random variable (X, Y) of Exereise 4.

(a) Find the curve of regression of X on Y. Is the regression linear?
(b) Assume that n = 10 and find the mean value of X when y = 4.
(d Find the curve of regression of Y on X. Is the regression linear?
(d) Assume that n = 10 and find the mean value of Y when x = 4.

42. Consider the random variable (X, Y) of Exereise 9.

(a) Find the curve of regression of X on Y. Is the regression linear?
(b) Find the mean value of X when y = .5.

(c) Find the curve of regression of Yon X. Is the regression linear?
(d) Find the mean value of Y when x = .75.

43. Consider Exercise 11.

(a) Find the curve of regression of X on Y. Is the regression linear?

(b) Find the mean price paid by the carrier for a barrel of crude oil given that the
refinery price is $30 per barrel.



REVIEW EXERCISES

53. Let X and Y be independent uniformly distributed random variables over the
intervals (0,2) and (0,3), respectively.
(a) Let U = XY and find lu.
(b) Let U = X/Y and find lu.

IOINI'IIINIIlIIIIIIl(lNS iKI}

4

,001

.003
.010

,020

.050

,082
.100
.ü70

55. Verify that

\ /li

II .05'.1 ,IIlU
i .093 .120

.065 .102
,OSO .075

where x and y can assume any real value. The parameters J.L x' J.L y, (Tx, (Ty denote
the respective means and standard deviations for X and Y. The parameter p is the
correlation coefficient. The name of this distribution comes from the fact that
the marginal densities for X and Y are both normaL. Show that in the case of a
bivariate normal distribution, if p = O, then X and Y are independent.

{ 1 [(X-J.LX)2 (X-J.LX)(Y-J.LY) (Y-J.Ly)2]}exp -2(1 _ p2) -;;;- - 2p -;;;- --;;ç- + --;;ç-
!xy(x, y) = r:-i20rruXuyV 1 - p-

Ixy(x, y) = xye-xe-Y x> Oy> O

satisfies the conditions necessary to be a density for a continuous random variable
(X, Y). Find the marginal densities for X and Y. Are X and Y independent? Find
PXY'

56. Let X denote the number of "do loops" in a Fortran program and Y the number of
runs needed for anovice to debug the program. Assume that the joint density for
(X, Y) is given in Table 5.7.
(a) Find the probability that a randomly selected program contains at most one "do

loop" and requires at least two mns to debug the program.
(b) Find E[XY].
(c) Find the marginal densities for X and Y. Use these to find the mean and

variance for both X and Y.
(d) Find the probability that a randomly selected program requires at least two runs

to debug given that it contains exactly one "do loop."
(e) Find Cov(X, Y). Find the correlation between X and Y. Based on the observed

value of p, can you claim that X and Y are not independent? Explain.
57. Vehicles arriye at a highway toii booth at random instances from both the south and

north. Assume that they arriye at average rates of five and three per 5-minute
period, respectively. Let X denote the number arriving from the south during a
5-minute period and let Y denote the number arriving from the north during this
same time. Assume that X and Y are independent.
(a) Find the joint density for (X, Y).
(b) Find the probability that a total of four vehicles arrives during a five-minute

time period.
(c) Find the correlation between X and Y.
(d) Find the conditional density for X given Y = y.

*58. (Bivariate normal distribution.) A random variable (X, Y) is said to have abivariate
normal distribution if its joint density is given by

wltli

.r /)

O<u<oolu(u) = e-u/3 - e-u/2

lu(u) = {Ixy(u - v, v) dvo

Hint: Remember that O < x < 00 and that x = II - v.

(c) Assume that f3i = 3 and f32 = 1. Show that

51. Let X and Y be continuous random variablcs w/lli jolllt doiislly .1.\ \. I.ul L
Prove that lu, the density for X/Y, is given by

lu(u) = f' Ixy(uv, v)lvl dv-00

Hint: Let u = Ci(x, y) = x/y and v = y, and apply Theorem 5.5.1.

52. Let X and Y be independent exponentiaiiy distributed random variables
parameters f3i and f32, respectively.
(a) Find the joint density for (X, Y).
(b) Let U = X + Y, and verify that

54. An electronic device is designed to switch house Iights on and off at random times
after it has been activated. Assume that the device is design ed in such a way that it
will be switched on and off exactly once in a 1-hour period. Let Y denote the time at
which the lights are turned on and X the time at which theyare turned off. Assume
that the joint density for (X, Y) is given by

Ixy(x, y) = 8xy 0< y < x < 1

(a) Verify that Ixy satisfies the conditions necessary to be a density.
(b) Find E[XY].

(c) Find the probability that the Iights will be switched on within 1/2 hour after
being activated and then switched off again within 15 minutes.

(d) Find the marginal density for X. Find E[X] and E[X2].
(e) Find the marginal density for Y. Find E[Y] and E[y2].(t) Are X and Y independent?
(C) Find the conditional distribution of X given Y.

(h) Find the probability that the lights will be switched off within 45 minutes of the
system being activated given that they were switched on 10 minutes after thesystem was activated.

(i) Find the curve of regression of X on Y. Is the regression linear?
(j) Find the expected time that the Iights will be turned off given that they were

turned on 10 minutes after the system was actiyated.

(k) Based on the physical description of the problem, would you expect p to be
positive, negative, or O?Explain. Verify by computing p.
























